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Dear Leah
You will be aware that this is an application to vary a licence and not an application for a new
licence nor is it a licence review.
The hearing tomorrow is to consider relevant representations only.
To be a relevant representation the representation must be about the likely effect of the grant
of the application on the promotion of the licensing objectives.
The store currently operates under existing conditions. We have updated these. I fail to see
how your desire to further amend and make more onerous conditions can possibly be relevant
in a variation application unless of course there is evidence that the existing conditions have
proved inadequate or that they will be inadequate when the licence is varied.
The fact that our client takes certain steps (eg 3 monthly refresher training) is not sufficient
grounds to demand a licence condition making it unlawful not to train every 3 months.
I really do not believe a hearing should be necessary here and I ask once again that you
consider the conditions that have been proposed by the applicant so that the hearing may be
cancelled.
I am available this morning but have a meeting this afternoon and will be travelling up to
Hereford this evening if we have not reached agreement.
I will be asking the licensing officer to place all of our correspondence before the Committee.
Kind regards
Robert
From: Wilson, Leah [mailto:LWilson@herefordshire.gov.uk]
Sent: 12 March 2019 10:02
To: Robert Botkai
Cc: Licensing
Subject: RE: Premises Licence Variation Application - MRH Ledbury
This message originated outside Winckworth Sherwood

Hello Robert
It seems that we are not moving forward with this consultation (which did in fact end on
21.02.19). Trading standards have tried to satisfy the need to promote the objective ‘protecting
children from harm’ whilst ensuring none of the conditions offered were onerous or challenging
for the business.
I will answer your queries, however feel that the committee has to decide on the conditions:
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·

Training of all staff to be in the Award for Licensed Premises Staff. If have not
seen such a condition on any licence, anywhere. We look after over 3,500
licences for a range of clients. What is the justification for this at these premises
in the context of a variation application?
Trading standards received notification from yourself of the training that the
business will be undertaking, namely ALPS.

·

3 monthly refresher rather than 6 monthly. What is the justification please in the
context of a licence variation? I have only seen 3 month refresher imposed at
reviews. The industry norm is 6 months. This company does train 3 monthly but
this does not been it should become a legal obligation.
Trading standards received notification from yourself that its normal practice that
staff will receive update training every 3 months.

·

You have added the requirement to describe the person who has attempted to
purchase alcohol. We have not agreed this for several years as some electronic
refusals registers do not allow this sort of recording. It was also found that
descriptions were unhelpful in many ways.
In Trading Standards experience, descriptions of people being refused sales is
very important as it allows for better mapping and intelligence to enable them to
promote the licensing objectives. Trading standards were not made aware this
premises were using an electronic recording system.

·

You have added a minimum font size for notices. Is this really necessary in the
context of this variation application?
Guidance from the Licensing Policy, which makes sense, as it could be written
‘this small’ and not be visible by the public.

Kind regards
Leah

From: Robert Botkai [mailto:rbotkai@wslaw.co.uk]
Sent: 11 March 2019 11:45
To: Wilson, Leah <LWilson@herefordshire.gov.uk>
Cc: Andrew Sanders <asanders@wslaw.co.uk>; Elaine Finlay <efinlay@wslaw.co.uk>
Subject: Premises Licence Variation Application - MRH Ledbury
Dear Leah
The following conditions have been offered by the applicant.
Amended Operating Schedule
1. A CCTV system will be installed, or the existing system maintained, such system to
be fit for the purpose such system to be to the reasonable satisfaction of the police.
2. The CCTV system shall be capable of producing immediate copies on site. Copies of
recordings will either be recorded on good quality video tape or digitally on to CD/DVD
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or other equivalent medium.
3. Any recording will be retained and stored in a suitable and secure manner for a
minimum of 31 days and shall be provided, subject to compliance with Data Protection
legislation, to the police or other authorised officer within 24 hours of request.
4. The precise positions of the camera may be agreed, subject to compliance with Data
Protection legislation, with the police from time to time.
5. The system will display, on any recording, the correct time and date of the recording.
6. The CCTV system will be maintained and fully operational throughout the hours that
the premises are open for any licensable activity.
7. All cashiers shall be trained to record refusals of sales of alcohol in a refusals
book/register. The book/register will contain:
- details of the time and date the refusal was made;
- the identity of the staff member refusing the sale;
- details of the alcohol the person attempted to purchase.
This book/register shall be available for inspection by a police officer or other authorised
officer on request.
8. There shall be no self-service of spirits except for spirit mixtures.
9. There will at all times be adequate levels of staff maintained at the premises. Such
staff levels will be disclosed, on request, to the licensing authority and police.
10. Adequate waste receptacles for use by customers shall be provided in and
immediately outside the premises.
11. The premises licence holder will ensure that an age verification policy will apply to
the premises whereby all cashiers will be trained to ask any customer attempting to
purchase alcohol, who appears to be under the age of 25 years (or older if the licence
holder so elects) to produce, before being sold alcohol, identification being a passport or
photocard driving licence bearing a holographic mark or other form of identification that
complies with any mandatory condition that may apply to this licence.
12. An incident book/register must be maintained to record:
- all incidents of crime and disorder occurring at the premises
- details of occasions when the police are called to the premises
The book/register must be retained at the premises or at the officers of the licence
holder for a minimum period of 12 months.
13. All staff engaged or to be engaged in the sale of alcohol on the premises shall
receive the following training in age restricted sales:
- Induction training which must be completed and documented prior to the sale of
alcohol by the staff member.
- Refresher/reinforcement training at intervals of no more than 6 months.
Training records will be available for inspection by a police officer or other authorised
officer on request.
14. Signage informing customers of the age verification policy adopted at the premises
will be prominently displayed.
Your conditions are more onerous:

·

Training of all staff to be in the Award for Licensed Premises Staff. If have
not seen such a condition on any licence, anywhere. We look after over
3,500 licences for a range of clients. What is the justification for this at
these premises in the context of a variation application?

·

3 monthly refresher rather than 6 monthly. What is the justification please
in the context of a licence variation? I have only seen 3 month refresher
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imposed at reviews. The industry norm is 6 months. This company does
train 3 monthly but this does not been it should become a legal obligation.
·

You have added the requirement to describe the person who has
attempted to purchase alcohol. We have not agreed this for several years
as some electronic refusals registers do not allow this sort of recording. It
was also found that descriptions were unhelpful in many ways.

·

You have added a minimum font size for notices. Is this really necessary in
the context of this variation application?

·

Some of the amendments you have made do not reflect your earlier emails
(please see your email dated 18 February).

Please can we agree the conditions 1-14 as above. If so I would hope that there will be
no requirement for a hearing on Friday.
I have not copied in the Licensing Authority as it is for you and I to negotiated and
hopefully agree. If we are not agreed, all of the correspondence will be placed before
the Licensing Committee for them to consider.
Kind regards
Robert
From: Robert Botkai
Sent: 11 March 2019 11:08
To: 'Wilson, Leah'
Cc: Licensing; Andrew Sanders; Elaine Finlay
Subject: RE: Premises Licence Variation Application - MRH Ledbury

Hi Leah
Can we discuss please?
This is an application to vary and not a review.
The licence is already subject to conditions which we have offered to update/
I am concerned that your conditions go considerably further which may be appropriate at a
review but would not be support by a Court as part of a variation application.
I am available most of today/tomorrow but on the mobile 07768 173936.
Kind regards
Robert
From: Wilson, Leah [mailto:LWilson@herefordshire.gov.uk]
Sent: 11 March 2019 10:45
To: Robert Botkai
Cc: Licensing
Subject: RE: Premises Licence Variation Application - MRH Ledbury
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This message originated outside Winckworth Sherwood

Hello Robert
Thank you for the clarification of the training.
See what you think of these new adapted conditions:
1. All staff engaged in the sale of alcohol to be trained in the Award for Licensed
Premises Staff or equivalent training course within 1 month of commencing
employment at the premises. No person shall be authorised to sell or supply
alcohol until this training is completed. Refresher training will be conducted at 3
monthly intervals. Training records shall be available for inspection by a police
officer or an ‘authorised person’ (as defined by Section 13 of the Licensing Act
2003) or an authorised Trading Standards Officer of Herefordshire Council on
request.
2. All cashiers shall be trained to record refusals of sales of alcohol in a refusals
book/register. The book/register will contain:
- details of the time and date the refusal was made;
- the identity of the staff member refusing the sale;
- a description of the person who attempted to purchase the alcohol;
- details of the alcohol the person attempted to purchase.
It will be collected and reviewed on a weekly basis by the Designated Premises
Supervisor or his/her delegate.
This book/register shall be available for inspection by a police officer or an
‘authorised person’ (as defined by Section 13 of the Licensing Act 2003) or an
authorised Trading Standards Officer of Herefordshire Council on request.
3. The premises licence holder will ensure that an age verification policy will apply
to the premises whereby all cashiers will be trained to ask any customer
attempting to purchase alcohol, who appears to be under the age of 25 years
(or older if the licence holder so elects) to produce, before being sold alcohol,
identification being a passport or photocard driving licence bearing a
holographic mark or other form of identification that complies with any
mandatory condition that may apply to this licence.
4. Signage informing customers of the age verification policy adopted at the
premises (not less than 32 font bold shall be used) and will be prominently
displayed. Signage shall be displayed at the entrance to the premises as well as
at the sale area advertising the policy.
I trust these now satisfy both the company and the objectives set out in the Licensing
Act 2003. I look forward to hearing from you.
Kind regards
Leah
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From: Robert Botkai [mailto:rbotkai@wslaw.co.uk]
Sent: 08 March 2019 16:51
To: Wilson, Leah <LWilson@herefordshire.gov.uk>
Cc: Licensing <licensing@herefordshire.gov.uk>; Andrew Sanders <asanders@wslaw.co.uk>;
Elaine Finlay <efinlay@wslaw.co.uk>
Subject: RE: Premises Licence Variation Application - MRH Ledbury
Hi Leah
Further to my email below please confirm that your representation is withdrawn. If not, please
let me know what is outstanding.
Kind regards
Robert
From: Robert Botkai
Sent: 04 March 2019 19:12
To: 'Wilson, Leah'
Cc: Licensing; Andrew Sanders; Elaine Finlay
Subject: RE: Premises Licence Variation Application - MRH Ledbury

Hi Leah
Sorry for the delay.
The training is commissioned through CPL. They have confirmed as follows:

In relation to your question about whether checkout staff do the equivalent of a Level 1 BIIAB
course – this, I suspect is a reference to the BIIAB Level 1 Award in Responsible Alcohol Retailing
(ARAR). ARAR is not available online but ALPS and SALPS cover the same topics of not making
sales of alcohol to underage persons or sales to those purchasing on their behalf, and not selling
to people intoxicated by alcohol. These courses are pitched at Level 2 – one level of difficulty
above the ARAR. In addition, all staff selling alcohol are tested on these subjects every 3 months,
as described below.

I hope that this helps and that you can now agree the conditions in my email dated 18
February below.
Thanks
Robert

From: Wilson, Leah [mailto:LWilson@herefordshire.gov.uk]
Sent: 18 February 2019 18:05
To: Robert Botkai
Cc: Licensing
Subject: RE: Premises Licence Variation Application - MRH Ledbury
This message originated outside Winckworth Sherwood
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Hello Robert
Thank you for your email. Those conditions satisfy points 2 and 3, save that Trading Standards
are not mentioned in the ‘available for inspection’ conditions. Can ‘trading standards’ be added
in to those please?
The training should to be BIIAB level 1 or equivalent. Do you know if the training is equivalent or
if it’s been authorised by a primary authority?
Kind regards
Leah
From: Robert Botkai [mailto:rbotkai@wslaw.co.uk]
Sent: 18 February 2019 16:41
To: Wilson, Leah
Cc: Andrew Sanders; Elaine Finlay
Subject: {Disarmed} Premises Licence Variation Application - MRH Ledbury

Dear Leah
Thank you for your email addressed to Andrew Sanders dated 18 February.

Below are conditions that we have suggested to the police and I hope that we can all agree
these. The red highlights the changes made to the operating schedule.
Our client does train all staff but not necessarily to BIIAB level 1.

Amended Operating Schedule
1. A CCTV system will be installed, or the existing system maintained, such system to
be fit for the purpose such system to be to the reasonable satisfaction of the police.
2. The CCTV system shall be capable of producing immediate copies on site. Copies of
recordings will either be recorded on good quality video tape or digitally on to CD/DVD
or other equivalent medium.
3. Any recording will be retained and stored in a suitable and secure manner for a
minimum of 31 days and shall be provided, subject to compliance with Data Protection
legislation, to the police or other authorised officer within 24 hours of request.
4. The precise positions of the camera may be agreed, subject to compliance with Data
Protection legislation, with the police from time to time.
5. The system will display, on any recording, the correct time and date of the recording.
6. The CCTV system will be maintained and fully operational throughout the hours that
the premises are open for any licensable activity.
7. All cashiers shall be trained to record refusals of sales of alcohol in a refusals
book/register. The book/register will contain:
- details of the time and date the refusal was made;
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- the identity of the staff member refusing the sale;
- details of the alcohol the person attempted to purchase.
This book/register shall be available for inspection by a police officer or other authorised
officer on request.
8. There shall be no self-service of spirits except for spirit mixtures.
9. There will at all times be adequate levels of staff maintained at the premises. Such
staff levels will be disclosed, on request, to the licensing authority and police.
10. Adequate waste receptacles for use by customers shall be provided in and
immediately outside the premises.
11. The premises licence holder will ensure that an age verification policy will apply to
the premises whereby all cashiers will be trained to ask any customer attempting to
purchase alcohol, who appears to be under the age of 25 years (or older if the licence
holder so elects) to produce, before being sold alcohol, identification being a passport
or photocard driving licence bearing a holographic mark or other form of identification
that complies with any mandatory condition that may apply to this licence.
12. An incident book/register must be maintained to record:

-         all incidents of crime and disorder occurring at the premises
-         details of occasions when the police are called to the premises
   The book/register must be retained at the premises or at the officers of the licence
holder for a minimum period of 12 months.

13. All staff engaged or to be engaged in the sale of alcohol on the premises shall
receive the following training in age restricted sales:
- Induction training which must be completed and documented prior to the sale of
alcohol by the staff member.
- Refresher/reinforcement training at intervals of no more than 6 months.
Training records will be available for inspection by a police officer or other authorised
officer on request.
14. Signage informing customers of the age verification policy adopted at the premises
will be prominently displayed.

I look forward to hearing from you.
Kind regards
Robert

From: Wilson, Leah <LWilson@herefordshire.gov.uk>
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Sent: 18 February 2019 13:17
To: Andrew Sanders <asanders@wslaw.co.uk>
Cc: Licensing <licensing@herefordshire.gov.uk>
Subject: Premises Licence Variation Application
This message originated outside Winckworth Sherwood

Dear Mr Sanders
RE: Trading Standards Representation in the Application to Vary a Premises Licence
As an authorised body under the Licensing Act 2003, Herefordshire Council
Environmental Health and Trading Standards have received details of your client’s
application for a premises licence variation for MRH Ledbury, The Homend, Ledbury,
HR8 1BS.
Trading Standards have the responsibility for enforcing the Licensing Act 2003 in
respect of sales of alcohol to anyone under the age of eighteen.
After looking at your application under the section protection of children from harm we
would seek to include the following conditions on the premises licence as an
amendment to those already specified on the application:
1.

All staff engaged in the sale of alcohol to be trained in responsible alcohol
retailing to the minimum standard of BIIAB level 1 or any equivalent training
course within 1 month of commencing employment at the premises. Where there
are existing staff this training shall be completed within 3 months of the date that
this condition first appears on the licence. No person shall be authorised to sell
or supply alcohol until this training is completed. Refresher training will be
conducted at 12 monthly intervals. Training records shall be kept on the
premises and produced to the police or an ‘authorised person’ (as defined by
Section 13 of the Licensing Act 2003) or an authorised Trading Standards Officer
of Herefordshire Council on demand.

2.   A written or electronic register of refusals will be kept including a description of
the people who have been unable to provide required identification to prove their
age. Such records shall be kept for a period of 12 months. It will be collected and
reviewed on a weekly basis by the Designated Premises Supervisor and
produced to the police or an ‘authorised person’ (as defined by Section 13 of the
Licensing Act 2003) or an authorised Trading Standards Officer of Herefordshire
Council on demand.
3.   The premises shall operate a Challenge 25 Policy. Such policy shall be written
down and kept at the premises. The policy shall be produced on demand of the
Police or an ‘authorised person’ (as defined by Section 13 of the Licensing Act
2003) or an authorised Trading Standards Officer of Herefordshire Council.
Prominent, clear and legible signage (in not less than 32 font bold) shall also be
displayed at all entrances to the premises as well as at, at least one location
behind any sale area advertising the scheme operated.
I would kindly request that on the authorisation from your client of an acceptance of
these conditions you email both our licensing department
licensing@herefordshire.gov.uk and myself (on behalf of trading standards).
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Regards
Trading Standards

MailScanner has detected a possible
fraud attempt from ".." claiming to be
Image

Leah Wilson
Trading Standards Officer
Environmental Health and Trading Standards
Economy, Communities and Corporate
Directorate
Hereford Council
01432 260163
lwilson@herefordshire.gov.uk
lwilson@herefordshire.gcsx.gov.uk

8 St Owens Street
Hereford
HR12PJ

Please consider the environment - Do you really need to print this E-Mail?

Any opinion expressed in this e-mail or any attached files are those of the individual and not necessarily those of Herefordshire Council.
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the addressee. This communication may
contain material protected by law from being passed on. If you are not the intended recipient and have received this e-mail in error, you
are advised that any use, dissemination, forwarding, printing or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please contact the sender immediately and destroy all copies of it.

Cyber Crime Alert
Emails can be scammed. Please do not rely on email notification of bank account
changes without direct verbal confirmation from a trusted source.
Winckworth Sherwood
Minerva House | 5 Montague Close | London | SE1 9BB | DX 156810 London Bridge 6
T 020 7593 5000 | F 020 7593 5099
Our Privacy Notice
This email and any attachments are confidential and may be the subject of legal privilege. Any use, copying or disclosure other than by the
intended recipient is unauthorised. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately via 020 7593 5000 and
delete this message from your computer and network.
Winckworth Sherwood is a business name of Winckworth Sherwood LLP, a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales with the
registered number OC334359. Winckworth Sherwood is authorised and regulated in the United Kingdom by the Solicitors Regulation Authority
and has offices in London, Oxford and Manchester. A list of the members (who we may refer to as "partners") and their professional
qualifications may be inspected at the registered office, Minerva House, 5 Montague Close, London, SE1 9BB. For further information about the
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firm please visit www.wslaw.co.uk.
P
Please consider the environment and do not print this e-mail unless you really need to.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Robert Botkai
"Mooney,James"
"Reynolds,Duncan"; Licensing; Andrew Sanders
MRH Ledbury

Dear Jim
I have still not had a response to my email dated 19 February.
The hearing tomorrow is to consider relevant representations only.
To be a relevant representation the representation must be about the likely effect of the grant
of the application on the promotion of the licensing objectives.
The store currently operates under existing conditions. We have updated these. I fail to see
how your desire to further amend and make more onerous conditions can possibly be relevant
in a variation application unless of course there is evidence that the existing conditions have
proved inadequate or that they will be inadequate when the licence is varied.
I have explained that it is not possible for our client to provide immediate copies of CCTV
footage 24 hours a day. A petrol station is usually single manned at night. This is entirely
standard practice. The night cashier will not necessarily have full training on the use and
operation of the CCTV system nor indeed be allowed access to the data. We have agreed that
images will be provided within 24 hours of request.
I refer you to the Home Office Surveillance Camera Code of Practice June 2013 Principle 7. I
have also discussed with the Information Commissioner’s Office who raised the concern that
not all staff should have access to the data. A decision on disclosure has to be taken by “the
operator”. In practice of course, there is unlikely to be any issue in disclosing images but it
would be completely wrong to impose a condition which could put our client in breach of data
protection legislation.
In the light of this I ask again that you agree the conditions which have been proposed. It is
very important in terms of the hearing that you are aware that this is a variation application
and not an application for a new licence or a licence review. You have confirmed that the
application is not contentious. A variation application is not to be used as an opportunity to
impose conditions on the whole of the licence. Legally the conditions, if not agreed by the
applicant, could only apply during the extended hours and clearly this makes no sense.
I had been hoping that 3we would be able to discuss this matter, I can confirm that in this
program of applications this is the only hearing with officers making representations. All other
applications have been agreed. The only hearings have been where residents have made
representations.
There is still time to agree this application. I am available until 3pm today but will then be in a
meeting and will be travelling to Hereford this evening.
I will be asking the licensing officer to place all of our correspondence before the Committee.
I hope that we can reach agreement this morning.
Kind regards
Robert
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From: Mooney,James [mailto:james.mooney@westmercia.pnn.police.uk]
Sent: 12 March 2019 09:57
To: Robert Botkai
Cc: Reynolds,Duncan
Subject: RE: MRH Ledbury
This message originated outside Winckworth Sherwood

Morning
Sergeant Reynolds is not working today (Tuesday) he will respond/make contact
either Wednesday or Thursday morning at the latest.
Regards
Jim Mooney
Harm Reduction/Community Safety Dept.,
Harm Reduction Coordinator,
Herefordshire Policing Area
West Mercia Police.
DDI 01432 347102
Switchboard '101' x 4702
james.mooney@westmercia.pnn.police.uk
In Herefordshire we protect people from harm
#destinationHereford
www.westmercia.police.uk/maketherightcall
The information contained is shared under the provisions of the Crime and Disorder Act. It is shared between appropriate
agencies for the purpose of reducing and dealing with criminal and anti-social behaviour. Once in the hands of a new
agency it is the responsibility of that agency to protect the information under its own Data Protection Provisions.

From: Robert Botkai [mailto:rbotkai@wslaw.co.uk]
Sent: 08 March 2019 17:12
To: Reynolds,Duncan
Cc: Mooney,James; Andrew Sanders; Elaine Finlay
Subject: MRH Ledbury
Importance: High

Hi Duncan
I cannot trace a response to my email below.
It would be disappointing if this matter has to go to a public hearing. This is costly for both the
applicant and of course the Licensing Authority. It will also take up valuable police time.
This is one of a programme of applications of which 127 have now been served. As you can
imagine, we have had to deal with a large number of requests for conditions from police
officers and other officers around the country. I am pleased to say that we have reached
agreement with the police and other responsible authorities in every application and we have
had no hearings where an officer of a responsible authority has opposed an application. I
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should add that some of the 127 applications remain within the representation period.
Whilst I appreciate that every application must be considered on its merits I think we should be
doing our best to reach an agreement here so that the hearing may be cancelled. In the spirit
of openness I confirm that all of our correspondence will be submitted to the licensing officer
for inclusion on the Committee Report.
I will be available on Monday morning on 0207 593 5004 and the rest of next week on 07768
173 936. We do not have much time as the hearing is listed for next Friday and I would need
to travel up the night before.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Kind regards
Robert

From: Robert Botkai
Sent: 19 February 2019 14:31
To: 'Reynolds,Duncan'
Cc: Mooney,James; Andrew Sanders; Elaine Finlay
Subject: RE: MRH Ledbury

Hi Duncan
If you have evidence that your wording is required in the context of this store and this
application please provide full details. This may save the public cost of a hearing.
You will be aware of the requirements of the Hearings Regulations in any event and so I look
forward to receiving a copy of your evidence.
Kind regards
Robert
From: Reynolds,Duncan [mailto:duncan.reynolds@westmercia.pnn.police.uk]
Sent: 19 February 2019 14:24
To: Robert Botkai
Cc: Mooney,James
Subject: RE: MRH Ledbury
This message originated outside Winckworth Sherwood

Hi Robert,
I agree that we have reached an impasse with regards to a way to move forward
on the wording of the CCTV condition. There will be no requirement for Force
Legal to intervene as the established course of action from here is to present to
the Licensing Committee who will make the appropriate decision based on
evidence from both sides of the discussion,

Regards
Duncan
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PS 3456 Duncan REYNOLDS
Harm Reduction
Hereford
Ext: 4712

From: Mooney,James
Sent: 19 February 2019 13:33
To: 'Robert Botkai'
Cc: Reynolds,Duncan
Subject: RE: MRH Ledbury

Thank you for your reply to the message I sent on behalf of Ps Reynolds. I have
forwarded your message to Ps Reynolds, who has earlier indicated that the only
matter that is not agreed is your wording for the CCTV condition.
Ps Reynolds is the lead officer for Herefordshire Police with regards to licensing
matters and he will respond to you in due course.
Regards
Jim Mooney
Harm Reduction/Community Safety Dept.,
Harm Reduction Coordinator,
Herefordshire Policing Area
West Mercia Police.
DDI 01432 347102
Switchboard '101' x 4702
james.mooney@westmercia.pnn.police.uk
In Herefordshire we protect people from harm
#destinationHereford
www.westmercia.police.uk/maketherightcall
The information contained is shared under the provisions of the Crime and Disorder Act. It is shared between appropriate
agencies for the purpose of reducing and dealing with criminal and anti-social behaviour. Once in the hands of a new
agency it is the responsibility of that agency to protect the information under its own Data Protection Provisions.

From: Robert Botkai [mailto:rbotkai@wslaw.co.uk]
Sent: 19 February 2019 12:33
To: Mooney,James
Cc: Reynolds,Duncan; Andrew Sanders; Elaine Finlay
Subject: MRH Ledbury

Dear Jim
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This condition you have proposed is not consistent with your agreeing 1-2 and 4-14.
This is an application to vary a licence. The existing licence simply requires there to be a
CCTV system with record facility. We have offered more detailed conditions but it seems that
you wish to use the opportunity of a variation application to impose yet more restrictions.
Do you have any record of difficulty in securing images from the store? After all, the store is
currently licensed 6am to 11pm. Your representation should only about the impact of the grant
of the variation on the licensing objectives.
The store is likely to be single manned at night. The store would then only operate through the
night pay window. Our client cannot guarantee that the night cashier is fully trained and with
full access to the CCTV system. I have explained this on the telephone and this is entirely
standard practice for 24 hour stores.
On the one hand you expect the night cashier to be fully trained and competent at
downloading CCTV footage “on demand”. This does not sit well with your requirement that
the CCTV equipment is kept in a “secure environment under the control of the DPS or other
responsible named individual”.
Again as discussed, it is not practical for our client to report any “technical failure” of the CCTV
equipment to the police “immediately”. Our condition requires that the system be “fully
operational” throughout the hours that the premises are open for any licensable activity .” It
follows that if the system is not fully operational then alcohol sales would need to cease.

We have provided that the CCTV system is to be to the reasonable satisfaction of the police.
We seem to have reached a bit of an impasse. It should not be necessary to have a public
hearing to argue this condition. If it would help I am happy to discuss with the force legal
advisor.
Kind regards
Robert

From: Mooney,James [mailto:james.mooney@westmercia.pnn.police.uk]
Sent: 19 February 2019 10:31
To: Robert Botkai
Cc: Reynolds,Duncan
Subject: RE: MRH Ledbury
This message originated outside Winckworth Sherwood

Morning
On behalf of Ps Reynolds condition 3 Police proposal is:
CCTV will be provided in the form of a recordable system, capable of providing
pictures of EVIDENTIAL QUALITY in all lighting conditions particularly
facial
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recognition.
Cameras shall encompass all ingress and egress to the premises, fire exits,
outside areas, and all areas where the sale/supply of alcohol occurs.
Equipment MUST be maintained in good working order, be correctly time and date
stamped, recordings MUST be kept in date order, numbered
sequentially and kept for a period of 31 days and handed to Police as follows:
(a) In the event of a serious incident as defined by a senior Police Officer of the
rank of Police Inspector or above - on demand.
(b) On all other occasions within 48 hours of the request being made.
The Premises Licence Holder must ensure at all times a DPS or appointed
member of staff is capable and competent at downloading CCTV footage in
recordable media format.
The Recording equipment and tapes/discs shall be kept in a secure environment
under the control of the DPS or other responsible named individual. A
operational log report must be maintained endorsed by signature, indicating the
system has been checked and is compliant, in the event of any failings
actions taken are to be recorded.
In the event of technical failure of the CCTV equipment the Premises Licence
holder/DPS/authorised person MUST report the failure to the Police on
contact number ‘101’ immediately.
Regards
Jim Mooney
Harm Reduction/Community Safety Dept.,
Harm Reduction Coordinator,
Herefordshire Policing Area
West Mercia Police.
DDI 01432 347102
Switchboard '101' x 4702
james.mooney@westmercia.pnn.police.uk
In Herefordshire we protect people from harm
#destinationHereford
www.westmercia.police.uk/maketherightcall
The information contained is shared under the provisions of the Crime and Disorder Act. It is shared between appropriate
agencies for the purpose of reducing and dealing with criminal and anti-social behaviour. Once in the hands of a new
agency it is the responsibility of that agency to protect the information under its own Data Protection Provisions.

From: Robert Botkai [mailto:rbotkai@wslaw.co.uk]
Sent: 19 February 2019 10:20
To: Reynolds,Duncan
Cc: Mooney,James; 'Spriggs, Fred'; Elaine Finlay; Andrew Sanders
Subject: RE: MRH Ledbury

Hi Duncan
So just to be clear you agree the application as per the amended operating schedule set out in
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my email below apart from condition 3. What wording to you propose for condition 3 please?
Thanks
Robert
From: Reynolds,Duncan [mailto:duncan.reynolds@westmercia.pnn.police.uk]
Sent: 19 February 2019 10:16
To: Robert Botkai
Cc: Mooney,James; 'Spriggs, Fred'
Subject: MRH Ledbury
This message originated outside Winckworth Sherwood

Morning Robert,
I have considered the below points in your e-mail and have discussed the case
with Jim Mooney and the Police stance will be that the amended operational
schedule points 1-2 and 4-14 we can agree but Point 3 - access to the CCTV
cannot be agreed as we maintain our original position.
Regards
Duncan

Dear Jim
It was good to speak earlier.
I will set out below the conditions we proposed in our operating schedule. I will then set
out the conditions amended to reflect discussions with Trading Standards, amendments
sent to you/Sgt Reynolds and those discussed today.
Operating schedule conditions
1. A CCTV system will be installed, or the existing system maintained, such system to be
fit for the purpose.
2. The CCTV system shall be capable of producing immediate copies on site. Copies of
recordings will either be recorded on good quality video tape or digitally on to CD/DVD or
other equivalent medium.
3. Any recording will be retained and stored in a suitable and secure manner for a
minimum of 31 days and shall be made available, subject to compliance with Data
Protection legislation, to the police for inspection on request.
4. The precise positions of the camera may be agreed, subject to compliance with Data
Protection legislation, with the police from time to time.
5. The system will display, on any recording, the correct time and date of the recording.
6. The CCTV system will be maintained and fully operational throughout the hours that
the premises are open for any licensable activity.
7. All cashiers shall be trained to record refusals of sales of alcohol in a refusals
book/register. The book/register will contain:
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- details of the time and date the refusal was made;
- the identity of the staff member refusing the sale;
- details of the alcohol the person attempted to purchase.
This book/register shall be available for inspection by a police officer or other authorised
officer on request.
8. There shall be no self-service of spirits except for spirit mixtures.
9. There will at all times be adequate levels of staff maintained at the premises. Such staff
levels will be disclosed, on request, to the licensing authority and police.
10. Adequate waste receptacles for use by customers shall be provided in and immediately
outside the premises.
11. The premises licence holder will ensure that an age verification policy will apply to the
premises whereby all cashiers will be trained to ask any customer attempting to purchase
alcohol, who appears to be under the age of 25 years (or older if the licence holder so
elects) to produce, before being sold alcohol, identification being a passport or photocard
driving licence bearing a holographic mark or other form of identification that complies
with any mandatory condition that may apply to this licence.
12. All staff engaged or to be engaged in the sale of alcohol on the premises shall receive
the following training in age restricted sales:
- Induction training which must be completed and documented prior to the sale of alcohol
by the staff member.
- Refresher/reinforcement training at intervals of no more than 6 months.
Training records will be available for inspection by a police officer or other authorised
officer on request.
Amended Operating Schedule
1. A CCTV system will be installed, or the existing system maintained, such system to be
fit for the purpose such system to be to the reasonable satisfaction of the police.
2. The CCTV system shall be capable of producing immediate copies on site. Copies of
recordings will either be recorded on good quality video tape or digitally on to CD/DVD or
other equivalent medium.
3. Any recording will be retained and stored in a suitable and secure manner for a
minimum of 31 days and shall be provided, subject to compliance with Data Protection
legislation, to the police or other authorised officer within 24 hours of request.
4. The precise positions of the camera may be agreed, subject to compliance with Data
Protection legislation, with the police from time to time.
5. The system will display, on any recording, the correct time and date of the recording.
6. The CCTV system will be maintained and fully operational throughout the hours that
the premises are open for any licensable activity.
7. All cashiers shall be trained to record refusals of sales of alcohol in a refusals
book/register. The book/register will contain:
- details of the time and date the refusal was made;
- the identity of the staff member refusing the sale;
- details of the alcohol the person attempted to purchase.
This book/register shall be available for inspection by a police officer or other authorised
officer on request.
8. There shall be no self-service of spirits except for spirit mixtures.
9. There will at all times be adequate levels of staff maintained at the premises. Such staff
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levels will be disclosed, on request, to the licensing authority and police.
10. Adequate waste receptacles for use by customers shall be provided in and immediately
outside the premises.
11. The premises licence holder will ensure that an age verification policy will apply to the
premises whereby all cashiers will be trained to ask any customer attempting to purchase
alcohol, who appears to be under the age of 25 years (or older if the licence holder so
elects) to produce, before being sold alcohol, identification being a passport or photocard
driving licence bearing a holographic mark or other form of identification that complies
with any mandatory condition that may apply to this licence.
12. An incident book/register must be maintained to record:
- all incidents of crime and disorder occurring at the premises
- details of occasions when the police are called to the premises
The book/register must be retained at the premises or at the officers of the licence holder
for a minimum period of 12 months.
13. All staff engaged or to be engaged in the sale of alcohol on the premises shall receive
the following training in age restricted sales:
- Induction training which must be completed and documented prior to the sale of alcohol
by the staff member.
- Refresher/reinforcement training at intervals of no more than 6 months.
Training records will be available for inspection by a police officer or other authorised
officer on request.
14. Signage informing customers of the age verification policy adopted at the premises will
be prominently displayed.
I very much hope that the above is agreed. If you feel that the conditions need further
amendment I will, of course, take instructions.
Kind regards
Robert

PS 3456 Duncan REYNOLDS
Harm Reduction
Hereford
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Ext: 4712
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Winckworth Sherwood is a business name of Winckworth Sherwood LLP, a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales with
the registered number OC334359. Winckworth Sherwood is authorised and regulated in the United Kingdom by the Solicitors Regulation
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Reynolds,Duncan
Robert Botkai
Mooney,James
FW: MRH Ledbury
12 February 2019 22:02:50
MALTHURST.DOC

This message originated outside Winckworth Sherwood

Hi Robert,
Apologies for the delay in a response as I am away from the Office most of this
week. Mr Mooney has prepared a response from a Police Licensing perspective
which covers the salient points.
I have forwarded to you direct as there is little I can add,
I hope this clears up some of the ambiguity,

Regards
Duncan
PS 3456 Duncan REYNOLDS
Harm Reduction
Hereford
Ext: 4712
______________________________________________
From: Mooney,James
Sent: 06 February 2019 14:58
To: Reynolds,Duncan
Subject:
MRH Ledbury

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
I have discussed the issues with Fred Spriggs of the Licensing Authority.
He also believes that the applicant is looking at the wrong licence and as such we
should respond as follows (for you to amend as you feel necessary):

The Police position remains the same and we are concerned that you may be
looking at the wrong premises licence as you are using wording which does not
form part of the existing licence or Police submissions. To assist I have attached
an electronic copy of the current premises licence which the authority confirm is
the up to date licence. You will see that this licence reflects similar conditions that
the Police have requested as part of their current representations.
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You may also wish to view the premises licence for another licensed premises
held in the name of your client - a convenience store with a service station - at
Leominster that reflects the current licence issued to the Ledbury premises.
You will also see the existing licence has a condition regards 'no adult
entertainment'. This does NOT form part of Police submissions. I would refer you
to the licensing policy of Herefordshire Council that makes reference to this
condition and the fact that the authority would/can apply it as a matter of course.
This is a matter that I suggest you discuss further with them as it does not form
part of Police representations and is purely part of the existing licence.
With regards to the authorities model pool of conditions, I have checked their
website again - as has the authority - and can confirm it is easily accessible to all.
With regards to relevant case law, this is a matter that I do not propose to expand
on at this time except to say that if this matter progresses to a hearing the
authority will likely make reference to the case law in their back ground papers and
in their presentation to the committee.
This is all an unfortunate position to be - especially as this application is not
viewed as contentious - however the Police view is that either the existing
conditions remain or the representations made by the Police are attached to any
licence granted to this variation application.

Regards

Jim Mooney
Harm Reduction/Community Safety Dept.,
Harm Reduction Coordinator,
Herefordshire Policing Area
West Mercia Police.
DDI 01432 347102
Switchboard '101' x 4702
james.mooney@westmercia.pnn.police.uk

In Herefordshire we protect people from harm
#destinationHereford
www.westmercia.police.uk/maketherightcall

The information contained is shared under the provisions of the Crime and Disorder Act. It is shared between appropriate
agencies for the purpose of reducing and dealing with criminal and anti-social behaviour. Once in the hands of a new
agency it is the responsibility of that agency to protect the information under its own Data Protection Provisions.
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LICENSING ACT 2003
Part A - Premises Licence
Premises licence number - PR00311 (App to Vary Premise DPS)
Part 1 - Premises details
Postal address of premises, or if none, ordnance survey map reference or description
MRH Leominster
Ridgemore
Leominster
HR6 0AL
Telephone number: 0845 165 527
Where the licence is time limited the dates:
Not applicable

Licensable activities authorised by the licence
SALE/SUPPLY OF ALCOHOL (consumption off the premises)
LATE NIGHT REFRESHMENT

The times the licence authorises the carrying out of licensable activities
Sale/Supply of Alcohol
Monday – Sunday from 00:00 until 23:59
Late Night Refreshment
Monday – Sunday from 23:00 until 05:00

The opening hours of the premises
Hours: Monday – Sunday from 00:00 until 23:59

Where the licence authorises supplies of alcohol whether these are on and/ or off supplies
For consumption off the premises

Licensing Section, Herefordshire Council
8 St Owen Street, Hereford. HR1 2PJ
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Part 2
Name, (registered) address, telephone number and email (where relevant) of holder of premises
licence
Malthurst Ltd
Vincent House
4 Grove Lane
Epping
Essex
CM16 4LH

Registered number of holder, for example company number, charity number (where applicable)
03445529
Name, address and telephone number of designated premises supervisor where the premises
licence authorises the supply of alcohol
Subagar Ratnam
XXXXX

Personal licence number and issuing authority of personal licence held by designated premises
supervisor where the premises licence authorises for the supply of alcohol
Licence Number – XXXX
Issuing Authority – London Borough of Hillingdon

Annex 1 - Mandatory conditions
Age verification
(1)

The premises licence holder or club premises certificate holder must ensure that an age
verification policy is adopted in respect of the premises in relation to the sale or supply of
alcohol.

(2)

The designated premises supervisor in relation to the premises licence must ensure that
the supply of alcohol at the premises is carried on in accordance with the age verification
policy.

(3)

The policy must require individuals who appear to the responsible person to be under 18
years of age (or such older age as may be specified in the policy) to produce on request,
before being served alcohol, identification bearing their photograph, date of birth and
either—
(a) a holographic mark, or
(b) an ultraviolet feature.
Licensing Section, Herefordshire Council
8 St Owen Street, Hereford. HR1 2PJ
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Below Cost Price
A relevant person shall ensure that no alcohol is sold or supplied for consumption on or off the
premises for a price which is less than the permitted price.

Mandatory conditions where licence authorises supply of alcohol
No supply of alcohol may be made under the premises licence(a) at a time when there is no designated premises supervisor in respect of the
premises licence, or
(b) at a time when the designated premises supervisor does not hold a personal
licence or his personal licence is suspended.
Every supply of alcohol under the premises licence must be made or authorised by a person who
holds a personal licence
Annex 2 - Conditions consistent with the operating Schedule
Licensing conditions
 CCTV will be provided in the form of a recordable system, capable of providing pictures
of EVIDENTIAL QUALITY in all lighting conditions particularly facial recognition.
 Cameras shall encompass all ingress and egress to the premises, fire exits, outside
areas, and all areas where the sale/ supply of alcohol occurs.
 Equipment MUST be maintained in good working order , be correctly time and date
stamped, recordings MUST be kept in date order, numbered sequentially and kept for a
period of 31 days and handed to Police on demand.
 The Premises Licence Holder must ensure at all times a DPS or appointed member of
staff is capable and competent at downloading CCTV footage in a recordable format
EITHER DISC or VHS to the Police/Local Authority on demand.
 The Recording equipment and tapes/discs shall be kept in a secure environment under
the control of the DPS or other responsible named individual. An operational daily log
report must be maintained endorsed by signature, indicating the system has been
checked and is compliant, in the event of any failings actions taken are to be recorded.
 In the event of technical failure of the CCTV equipment the Premises Licence holder/DPS
MUST report the failure to the Police on contact number 0300 333 3000 immediately.
 The premises shall operate a Challenge 25 Policy. Such policy shall be written down and
kept at the premises. The policy shall be produced on demand of the Licensing Authority
or Police. Prominent, clear and legible signage (in not less than 32 font bold) shall also
be displayed at all entrances to the premises as well as at, at least one location behind
any bar advertising the scheme operated.
 All staff shall be trained within 2 weeks of taking up employed and six monthly thereafter.
The training shall included:
Selling to under age person
Selling to drunks
Age verification
Such training will be recorded and records shall be kept at the premises which will be produced to
an authorised officer the licensing authority or the police on demand.
Protection of Children
Licensing Section, Herefordshire Council
8 St Owen Street, Hereford. HR1 2PJ
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No adult entertainment or services or activities must take place at the premises
(Adult Entertainment includes, but is not restricted to, such entertainment or services which would
generally include topless bar staff, striptease, lap-table, or pole-dancing, performances involving
feigned violence or horrific incidents, feigned or actual sexual acts or fetishism, or entertainment
involving strong and offensive language).

Annex 3 - Conditions attached after a hearing by the licensing authority
Not Applicable
Annex 4 - Plans
As attached

Licensing Section, Herefordshire Council
8 St Owen Street, Hereford. HR1 2PJ
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LICENSING ACT 2003
Part B - Premises licence summary
Premises licence number - PR00311 (App to Vary Premise DPS)
Premises details
Postal address of premises, or if none, ordnance survey map reference or description
MRH Leominster
Ridgemore
Leominster
HR6 0AL
Telephone number: 0845 165 527
Where the licence is time limited the dates
Not applicable

Licensable activities authorised by the licence
SALE/SUPPLY OF ALCOHOL (consumption off the premises)
LATE NIGHT REFRESHMENT
The times the licence authorises the carrying out of licensable activities
Sale/Supply of Alcohol
Hours: Monday – Sunday from 00:00 until 23:59
Late Night Refreshment
Hours: Monday – Sunday from 23:00 until 05:00

The opening hours of the premises
Hours: Monday – Sunday from 00:00 until 23:59
Name, (registered) address of holder of premises licence
Malthurst Ltd
Vincent House
4 Grove Lane
Epping
Essex
CM16 4LH

Where the licence authorises supplies of alcohol whether these are on and / or off supplies
For consumption off the premises

Licensing Section, Herefordshire Council
8 St Owen Street, Hereford. HR1 2PJ
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Registered number of holder, for example company number, charity number (where applicable)
03445529
Name of designated premises supervisor where the premises licence authorises the supply of
alcohol
Subagar Ratnam

State whether access to the premises by children is restricted or prohibited
No adult entertainment or services or activities must take place at the premises

Licensing Section, Herefordshire Council
8 St Owen Street, Hereford. HR1 2PJ
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Chapter 1: Introduction
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Surveillance Camera Code of Practice pursuant to the Protection of Freedoms Act 2012
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WSHJL^OLUL]LY[OH[\ZLPZ!PUW\YZ\P[VMHSLNP[PTH[LHPT"ULJLZZHY`[VTLL[HWYLZZPUN
ULLK"WYVWVY[PVUH[L"LMMLJ[P]LHUK"JVTWSPHU[^P[OHU`YLSL]HU[SLNHSVISPNH[PVUZ
  ;OLW\YWVZLVM[OLJVKL^PSSIL[VLUZ\YL[OH[PUKP]PK\HSZHUK^PKLYJVTT\UP[PLZOH]L
JVUMPKLUJL[OH[Z\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZHYLKLWSV`LK[VWYV[LJ[HUKZ\WWVY[[OLTYH[OLY
[OHUZW`VU[OLT;OLNV]LYUTLU[JVUZPKLYZ[OH[^OLYL]LYV]LY[Z\Y]LPSSHUJLPUW\ISPJ
WSHJLZPZPUW\YZ\P[VMHSLNP[PTH[LHPTHUKTLL[ZHWYLZZPUNULLKHU`Z\JOZ\Y]LPSSHUJL
ZOV\SKILJOHYHJ[LYPZLKHZZ\Y]LPSSHUJLI`JVUZLU[HUKZ\JOJVUZLU[VU[OLWHY[VM
[OLJVTT\UP[`T\Z[ILPUMVYTLKJVUZLU[HUKUV[HZZ\TLKI`HZ`Z[LTVWLYH[VY
:\Y]LPSSHUJLI`JVUZLU[ZOV\SKILYLNHYKLKHZHUHSVNV\Z[VWVSPJPUNI`JVUZLU[0U[OL
)YP[PZOTVKLSVMWVSPJPUNWVSPJLVMMPJLYZHYLJP[PaLUZPU\UPMVYT;OL`L_LYJPZL[OLPYWV^LYZ
[VWVSPJL[OLPYMLSSV^JP[PaLUZ^P[O[OLPTWSPJP[JVUZLU[VM[OLPYMLSSV^JP[PaLUZ7VSPJPUNI`
JVUZLU[PZ[OLWOYHZL\ZLK[VKLZJYPIL[OPZ0[KLUV[LZ[OH[[OLSLNP[PTHJ`VMWVSPJPUNPU
[OLL`LZVM[OLW\ISPJPZIHZLK\WVUHNLULYHSJVUZLUZ\ZVMZ\WWVY[[OH[MVSSV^ZMYVT
[YHUZWHYLUJ`HIV\[[OLPYWV^LYZKLTVUZ[YH[PUNPU[LNYP[`PUL_LYJPZPUN[OVZLWV^LYZHUK
[OLPYHJJV\U[HIPSP[`MVYKVPUNZV
  0UVYKLY[VHJOPL]L[OPZ[OLJVKLZL[ZV\[N\PKPUNWYPUJPWSLZ[OH[ZOV\SKHWWS`[VHSS
Z\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZPUW\ISPJWSHJLZ;OLZLN\PKPUNWYPUJPWSLZHYLKLZPNULK[V
WYV]PKLHMYHTL^VYRMVYVWLYH[VYZHUK\ZLYZVMZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZZV[OH[[OLYL
PZWYVWVY[PVUHSP[`HUK[YHUZWHYLUJ`PU[OLPY\ZLVMZ\Y]LPSSHUJLHUKZ`Z[LTZHYLJHWHISLVM
WYV]PKPUNNVVKX\HSP[`PTHNLZHUKV[OLYPUMVYTH[PVU^OPJOHYLMP[MVYW\YWVZL
  ;VZ\WWVY[[OLWYHJ[PJHSHWWSPJH[PVUVM[OLZLN\PKPUNWYPUJPWSLZI`HZ`Z[LTVWLYH[VY[OL
:\Y]LPSSHUJL*HTLYH*VTTPZZPVULY^PSSWYV]PKLPUMVYTH[PVUHUKHK]PJLVUHWWYVWYPH[L
HUKHWWYV]LKVWLYH[PVUHSHUK[LJOUPJHSZ[HUKHYKZMVY]HYPV\ZHZWLJ[ZVMZ\Y]LPSSHUJL
JHTLYHZ`Z[LTZHUKVUHWWYVWYPH[LHUKHWWYV]LKVJJ\WH[PVUHSHUKJVTWL[LUJ`
Z[HUKHYKZMVYWLYZVUZ\ZPUN[OLZLZ`Z[LTZVYWYVJLZZPUNPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVU
VI[HPULKI`[OLZLZ`Z[LTZ[VZ\WWSLTLU[[OPZJVKL
  ;OPZJVKLOHZILLUKL]LSVWLK[VHKKYLZZJVUJLYUZV]LY[OLWV[LU[PHSMVYHI\ZLVY
TPZ\ZLVMZ\Y]LPSSHUJLI`[OLZ[H[LPUW\ISPJWSHJLZ^P[O[OLHJ[P]P[PLZVMSVJHSH\[OVYP[PLZ
HUK[OLWVSPJL[OLPUP[PHSMVJ\ZVMYLN\SH[PVU/V^L]LY[OLNV]LYUTLU[M\SS`YLJVNUPZLZ
[OH[THU`Z\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZ^P[OPUW\ISPJWSHJLZHYLVWLYH[LKI`[OL
WYP]H[LZLJ[VYI`[OL[OPYKZLJ[VYVYI`V[OLYW\ISPJH\[OVYP[PLZMVYL_HTWSLZOVWZHUK
ZOVWWPUNJLU[YLZZWVY[ZNYV\UKZHUKV[OLYZWVY[Z]LU\LZZJOVVSZ[YHUZWVY[Z`Z[LTZ
HUKOVZWP[HSZ0UMVYTLKI`HK]PJLMYVT[OL:\Y]LPSSHUJL*HTLYH*VTTPZZPVULY[OL
NV]LYUTLU[^PSSRLLW[OLJVKL\UKLYYL]PL^HUKTH`PUK\LJV\YZLJVUZPKLYHKKPUN
V[OLYZ[V[OLSPZ[VMYLSL]HU[H\[OVYP[PLZW\YZ\HU[[VZLJ[PVURVM[OL(J[
 (W\ISPJH\[OVYP[`^PSSILIV\UKI`[OL/\THU9PNO[Z(J[ HUK^PSS[OLYLMVYLILYLX\PYLK[VKLTVUZ[YH[LHWYLZZPUN
ULLK^OLU\UKLY[HRPUNZ\Y]LPSSHUJLHZ[OPZTH`PU[LYMLYL^P[O[OLX\HSPMPLKYPNO[[VYLZWLJ[MVYWYP]H[LHUKMHTPS`SPML
WYV]PKLK\UKLY(Y[PJSLVM[OL,\YVWLHU*OHY[LYVM/\THU9PNO[Z;OPZPZ[OLJHZL^OL[OLYVYUV[[OH[W\ISPJH\[OVYP[`
PZHYLSL]HU[H\[OVYP[`(Z`Z[LTVWLYH[VY^OVPZUV[HW\ISPJH\[OVYP[`ZOV\SKUL]LY[OLSLZZZH[PZM`[OLTZLS]LZ[OH[HU`
Z\Y]LPSSHUJLPZULJLZZHY`HUKWYVWVY[PVUH[L
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:JVWLVMZ\Y]LPSSHUJLHJ[P]P[`[V^OPJO[OPZJVKLHWWSPLZ
   ;OLJVKLHWWSPLZ[V[OL\ZLVMZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZHZKLMPULKPUWHYHNYHWO
[OH[VWLYH[LPUW\ISPJWSHJLZPU,UNSHUKHUK>HSLZYLNHYKSLZZVM^OL[OLYVYUV[[OLYLPZ
HU`SP]L]PL^PUNVYYLJVYKPUNVMPTHNLZVYPUMVYTH[PVUVYHZZVJPH[LKKH[H
  *V]LY[Z\Y]LPSSHUJLI`W\ISPJH\[OVYP[PLZHZKLMPULKPU7HY[00VM[OL(J[PZUV[
JV]LYLKI`[OPZJVKLI\[PZYLN\SH[LKI`[OL(J[*V]LY[Z\Y]LPSSHUJLPUW\ISPJ
WSHJLZI`[OVZL^OVKVUV[MHSS^P[OPU[OL(J[MVYL_HTWSL[OLWYP]H[LVWLYH[VY
VMHZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTPUHZOVWWPUNJLU[YLTH`IL\ZLKHZWHY[VMHZWLJPMPJ
PU]LZ[PNH[PVUPUL_JLW[PVUHSHUKQ\Z[PMPHISLJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZ(U`Z\JOJV]LY[\ZLVMWYP]H[L
Z`Z[LTZI`VYVUILOHSMVMHW\ISPJH\[OVYP[`^P[O[OLH\[OVYP[`»ZRUV^SLKNLPTTLKPH[LS`
WSHJLZZ\JO\ZL^P[OPU[OLIV\UKZVM[OL(J[

,MMLJ[VM[OL*VKL
  (YLSL]HU[H\[OVYP[`T\Z[MVSSV^HK\[`[VOH]LYLNHYK[V[OLN\PKHUJLPU[OPZJVKL^OLU
PUL_LYJPZPUNHU`VMP[ZM\UJ[PVUZP[JVUZPKLYZ[OH[[OLM\[\YLKLWSV`TLU[VYJVU[PU\LK
KLWSV`TLU[VMZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZ[VVIZLY]LW\ISPJWSHJLZTH`ILHWWYVWYPH[L
;OPZJHUPUJS\KL[OLVWLYH[PVUVY\ZLVMHU`Z\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZVY[OL\ZLVY
WYVJLZZPUNVMPTHNLZVYV[OLYPUMVYTH[PVUVI[HPULKI`]PY[\LVMZ\JOZ`Z[LTZ;OLK\[`
[VOH]LYLNHYK[V[OPZJVKLHSZVHWWSPLZ^OLUHYLSL]HU[H\[OVYP[`\ZLZH[OPYKWHY[`[V
KPZJOHYNLYLSL]HU[M\UJ[PVUZJV]LYLKI`[OPZJVKLHUK^OLYLP[LU[LYZPU[VWHY[ULYZOPW
HYYHUNLTLU[Z*VU[YHJ[\HSWYV]PZPVUZHNYLLKHM[LY[OPZJVKLJVTLZPU[VLMMLJ[^P[OZ\JO
[OPYKWHY[`ZLY]PJLWYV]PKLYZVYWHY[ULYZT\Z[LUZ\YL[OH[JVU[YHJ[VYZHYLVISPNLKI`[OL
[LYTZVM[OLJVU[YHJ[[VOH]LYLNHYK[V[OLJVKL^OLUL_LYJPZPUNM\UJ[PVUZ[V^OPJO
[OLJVKLYLSH[LZ;OLK\[`[VOH]LYLNHYKKVLZUV[L_[LUK[VZ\JO[OPYKWHY[`ZLY]PJL
WYV]PKLYZVYWHY[ULYZ\USLZZ[OL`[OLTZLS]LZHYLHYLSL]HU[H\[OVYP[`
  >OLUHYLSL]HU[H\[OVYP[`PU,UNSHUKOHZJP]PSWHYRPUNLUMVYJLTLU[M\UJ[PVUZ\UKLY[OL
;YHMMPJ4HUHNLTLU[(J[VYI\ZSHULLUMVYJLTLU[M\UJ[PVUZ\UKLY[OL;YHUZWVY[(J[
HUKJVUZPKLYZ[OL\ZLVMZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZPUL_LYJPZPUN[OVZLM\UJ[PVUZ
P[T\Z[OH]LYLNHYK[V[OLN\PKHUJLPU[OPZJVKL;OLWYPTHY`W\YWVZLVMHU`Z\Y]LPSSHUJL
JHTLYHZ`Z[LT\ZLKHZWHY[VMJP]PSLUMVYJLTLU[HYYHUNLTLU[ZT\Z[IL[OLZHMLHUK
LMMPJPLU[VWLYH[PVUVM[OLYVHKUL[^VYRI`KL[LYYPUNTV[VYPZ[ZMYVTJVU[YH]LUPUNWHYRPUN
VYYVHK[YHMMPJYLZ[YPJ[PVUZ4V[VYPZ[ZTH`YLNHYKLUMVYJLTLU[I`JHTLYHZHZV]LYaLHSV\Z
HUKYLSL]HU[H\[OVYP[PLZZOV\SK\ZL[OLTZWHYPUNS`:\JOZ`Z[LTZZOV\SK[OLYLMVYLVUS`
ILKLWSV`LK^OLYLV[OLYTLHUZVMLUMVYJLTLU[HYLUV[WYHJ[PJHSHUK[OLPYLMMLJ[P]LULZZ
PUHJOPL]PUN[OPZW\YWVZLPZZ\IQLJ[[VYLN\SHYYL]PL^>OLYL[OLYLPZHU`JVUMSPJ[IL[^LLU
[OPZJVKLHUK[OLZLJVUKHY`SLNPZSH[PVUTHKL\UKLY[OL;YHMMPJ4HUHNLTLU[(J[VY
[OL;YHUZWVY[(J[YLSL]HU[[V[OVZLM\UJ[PVUZVY[OLZ[H[\[VY`N\PKHUJLPZZ\LK\UKLY
ZLJ[PVUVM[OL;YHMMPJ4HUHNLTLU[(J[[OLWYV]PZPVUZTHKLPUVY\UKLY[OL
;YHMMPJ4HUHNLTLU[(J[HUK[OL;YHUZWVY[(J[ZOHSSHWWS`
  >OLUHYLSL]HU[H\[OVYP[`PU,UNSHUKOHZJP]PSLUMVYJLTLU[M\UJ[PVUZMVYTV]PUN[YHMMPJ
JVU[YH]LU[PVUZ\UKLY[OL3VUKVU3VJHS(\[OVYP[PLZ(J[ 7HY[[OL3VUKVU3VJHS
(\[OVYP[PLZ(J[:JOLK\SLHUK[OL3VUKVU3VJHS(\[OVYP[PLZHUK;YHUZWVY[
MVY3VUKVU(J[7HY[HUKJVUZPKLYZ[OL\ZLVMZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZ
PUL_LYJPZPUN[OVZLM\UJ[PVUZP[T\Z[OH]LYLNHYK[V[OLN\PKHUJLPU[OPZJVKL;OL
WYPTHY`W\YWVZLVMHU`Z\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LT\ZLKHZWHY[VMJP]PSLUMVYJLTLU[
HYYHUNLTLU[ZT\Z[IL[OLZHMLHUKLMMPJPLU[VWLYH[PVUVM[OLYVHKUL[^VYRI`KL[LYYPUN
6
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TV[VYPZ[ZMYVTJVU[YH]LUPUNWHYRPUNVYYVHK[YHMMPJYLZ[YPJ[PVUZ4V[VYPZ[ZTH`YLNHYK
LUMVYJLTLU[I`JHTLYHZHZV]LYaLHSV\ZHUKYLSL]HU[H\[OVYP[PLZZOV\SK\ZL[OLT
ZWHYPUNS`:\JOZ`Z[LTZZOV\SK[OLYLMVYLVUS`ILKLWSV`LK^OLYLV[OLYTLHUZVM
LUMVYJLTLU[HYLUV[WYHJ[PJHSHUK[OLPYLMMLJ[P]LULZZPUHJOPL]PUN[OPZW\YWVZLPZZ\IQLJ[
[VYLN\SHYYL]PL^>OLYL[OLYLPZHU`JVUMSPJ[IL[^LLU[OPZJVKLHUK3VUKVU3VJHS
(\[OVYP[PLZ(J[ 7HY[[OL3VUKVU3VJHS(\[OVYP[PLZ(J[:JOLK\SLHUK[OL
3VUKVU3VJHS(\[OVYP[PLZHUK;YHUZWVY[MVY3VUKVU(J[7HY[YLSL]HU[[V[OVZL
M\UJ[PVUZ[OLU[OH[SLNPZSH[PVUZOHSSHWWS`
  >OLUHYLSL]HU[H\[OVYP[`PU>HSLZOHZJP]PSWHYRPUNI\ZSHULVYTV]PUN[YHMMPJ
LUMVYJLTLU[M\UJ[PVUZ\UKLY[OL;YHMMPJ4HUHNLTLU[(J[HUKJVUZPKLYZ[OL\ZL
VMZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZPUL_LYJPZPUN[OVZLM\UJ[PVUZP[T\Z[OH]LYLNHYK[V
[OLN\PKHUJLPU[OPZJVKL;OLWYPTHY`W\YWVZLVMHU`Z\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LT
\ZLKHZWHY[VMJP]PSLUMVYJLTLU[HYYHUNLTLU[ZT\Z[IL[OLZHMLHUKLMMPJPLU[VWLYH[PVU
VM[OLYVHKUL[^VYRI`KL[LYYPUNTV[VYPZ[ZMYVTJVU[YH]LUPUNWHYRPUNVYYVHK[YHMMPJ
YLZ[YPJ[PVUZ4V[VYPZ[ZTH`YLNHYKLUMVYJLTLU[I`JHTLYHZHZV]LYaLHSV\ZHUK
YLSL]HU[H\[OVYP[PLZZOV\SK\ZL[OLTZWHYPUNS`:\JOZ`Z[LTZZOV\SK[OLYLMVYLVUS`IL
KLWSV`LK^OLYLV[OLYTLHUZVMLUMVYJLTLU[HYLUV[WYHJ[PJHSHUK[OLPYLMMLJ[P]LULZZPU
HJOPL]PUN[OPZW\YWVZLPZZ\IQLJ[[VYLN\SHYYL]PL^>OLYL[OLYLPZHU`JVUMSPJ[IL[^LLU
[OPZJVKLHUK[OLZLJVUKHY`SLNPZSH[PVUTHKL\UKLY[OL;YHMMPJ4HUHNLTLU[(J[
YLSL]HU[[V[OVZLM\UJ[PVUZVY[OL:[H[\[VY`.\PKHUJLKVJ\TLU[ZPZZ\LKI`[OL>LSZO
.V]LYUTLU[\UKLYZLJ[PVUVM[OL;YHMMPJ4HUHNLTLU[(J[[OLU[OH[SLNPZSH[PVU
HUKN\PKHUJLZOHSSHWWS`
  >OLUHYLSL]HU[H\[OVYP[`OHZSPJLUZPUNM\UJ[PVUZHUKJVUZPKLYZ[OL\ZLVMZ\Y]LPSSHUJL
JHTLYHZ`Z[LTZHZWHY[VM[OLJVUKP[PVUZH[[HJOLK[VHSPJLUJLVYJLY[PMPJH[LP[T\Z[PU
WHY[PJ\SHYOH]LYLNHYK[VN\PKPUNWYPUJPWSLVULPU[OPZJVKL(U`WYVWVZLKPTWVZP[PVU
VMHISHURL[YLX\PYLTLU[[VH[[HJOZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHJVUKP[PVUZHZWHY[VM[OL
JVUKP[PVUZH[[HJOLK[VHSPJLUJLVYJLY[PMPJH[LPZSPRLS`[VNP]LYPZL[VJVUJLYUZHIV\[[OL
WYVWVY[PVUHSP[`VMZ\JOHUHWWYVHJOHUK^PSSYLX\PYLHUHWWYVWYPH[LS`Z[YVUNQ\Z[PMPJH[PVU
HUKT\Z[ILRLW[\UKLYYLN\SHYYL]PL^(WWSPJH[PVUZPUYLSH[PVU[VSPJLUZLKWYLTPZLZ
T\Z[[HRLPU[VHJJV\U[[OLJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZZ\YYV\UKPUN[OH[HWWSPJH[PVUHUK^OL[OLYH
YLX\PYLTLU[[VOH]LHZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTPZHWWYVWYPH[LPU[OH[WHY[PJ\SHYJHZL
-VYL_HTWSLP[PZ\USPRLS`[OH[H[YV\ISLMYLLJVTT\UP[`W\I^V\SKWYLZLU[HWYLZZPUN
ULLKZ\JO[OH[HZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHJVUKP[PVU^V\SKILQ\Z[PMPLK0UZ\JOJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZ
^OLYLHSPJLUJLVYJLY[PMPJH[LPZNYHU[LKZ\IQLJ[[VZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTJVUKP[PVUZ
[OLJVUZPKLYH[PVUVMHSSV[OLYN\PKPUNWYPUJPWSLZPU[OPZJVKLPZHTH[[LYMVY[OLSPJLUZLLHZ
[OLZ`Z[LTVWLYH[VY
  (MHPS\YLVU[OLWHY[VMHU`WLYZVU[VHJ[PUHJJVYKHUJL^P[OHU`WYV]PZPVUVM[OPZJVKL
KVLZUV[VMP[ZLSMTHRL[OH[WLYZVUSPHISL[VJYPTPUHSVYJP]PSWYVJLLKPUNZ;OPZJVKLPZ
OV^L]LYHKTPZZPISLPUL]PKLUJLPUJYPTPUHSVYJP]PSWYVJLLKPUNZHUKHJV\Y[VY[YPI\UHS
TH`[HRLPU[VHJJV\U[HMHPS\YLI`HYLSL]HU[H\[OVYP[`[VOH]LYLNHYK[V[OLJVKLPU
KL[LYTPUPUNHX\LZ[PVUPUHU`Z\JOWYVJLLKPUNZ
  6[OLYVWLYH[VYZVMZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZ^OVHYLUV[KLMPULKHZYLSL]HU[
H\[OVYP[PLZHYLLUJV\YHNLK[VHKVW[[OPZJVKLHUKP[ZN\PKPUNWYPUJPWSLZ]VS\U[HYPS`HUK
THRLHW\ISPJJVTTP[TLU[[VKVPUNZV:\JOZ`Z[LTVWLYH[VYZHYLUV[OV^L]LYIV\UK
I`HU`K\[`[VOH]LYLNHYK[V[OPZJVKL
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9LSL]HU[KVJ\TLU[Z
  ;OL0UMVYTH[PVU*VTTPZZPVULY»Z**;=*VKLVM7YHJ[PJLWYV]PKLZNVVKWYHJ[PJLN\PKHUJL
MVY[OVZLPU]VS]LKPUVWLYH[PUN**;=HUKV[OLYZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZ^OPJO]PL^
VYYLJVYKPTHNLZVMPUKP]PK\HSZPUJS\KPUNPUMVYTH[PVUKLYP]LKMYVT[OVZLPTHNLZ[OH[TH`
ILYLSH[LK[V[OLTZ\JOHZH]LOPJSLYLNPZ[YH[PVUTHYR0[ZWYPTHY`W\YWVZLPZ[VOLSW
[OVZLPU]VS]LKPUZ\JOHJ[P]P[PLZ[VJVTWS`^P[O[OLPYSLNHSVISPNH[PVUZ\UKLY[OL (J[
   ;OLJV]LY[Z\Y]LPSSHUJLHUKWYVWLY[`PU[LYMLYLUJLJVKLVMWYHJ[PJLW\ISPZOLKI`[OL/VTL
6MMPJLWYV]PKLZZ[H[\[VY`N\PKHUJLVU[OL\ZLVMJV]LY[Z\Y]LPSSHUJLI`W\ISPJH\[OVYP[PLZ
\UKLY[OL(J[-\Y[OLYN\PKHUJLVU[OLHWWSPJH[PVUVM[OL(J[PZH]HPSHISLMYVT
[OL6MMPJLVM[OL:\Y]LPSSHUJL*VTTPZZPVULYZ
  ;OPZJVKLWYV]PKLZN\PKHUJLVU[OL\ZLVMZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZI\[KVLZUV[
YLWSHJLVYYLTV]LHU`Z[H[\[VY`VISPNH[PVUZVUVWLYH[VYZVY\ZLYZVMZ\JOZ`Z[LTZ[V
JVTWS`^P[O[OLWYV]PZPVUZVMIV[O[OL (J[HUK[OL(J[

8
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Chapter 2: Overview and
Guiding Principles
  4VKLYUHUKMVYL]LYHK]HUJPUNZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYH[LJOUVSVN`WYV]PKLZPUJYLHZPUN
WV[LU[PHSMVY[OLNH[OLYPUNHUK\ZLVMPTHNLZHUKHZZVJPH[LKPUMVYTH[PVU;OLZL
HK]HUJLZ]HZ[S`PUJYLHZL[OLHIPSP[`HUKJHWHJP[`[VJHW[\YLZ[VYLZOHYLHUKHUHS`ZL
PTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVU;OPZ[LJOUVSVN`JHUILH]HS\HISL[VVSPU[OLTHUHNLTLU[VM
W\ISPJZHML[`HUKZLJ\YP[`PU[OLWYV[LJ[PVUVMWLVWSLHUKWYVWLY[`PU[OLWYL]LU[PVUHUK
PU]LZ[PNH[PVUVMJYPTLHUKPUIYPUNPUNJYPTLZ[VQ\Z[PJL;LJOUVSVNPJHSHK]HUJLZJHUHSZV
WYV]PKLNYLH[LYVWWVY[\UP[`[VZHMLN\HYKWYP]HJ`<ZLKHWWYVWYPH[LS`J\YYLU[HUKM\[\YL
[LJOUVSVN`JHUHUK^PSSWYV]PKLHWYVWVY[PVUH[LHUKLMMLJ[P]LZVS\[PVU^OLYLZ\Y]LPSSHUJL
PZPUW\YZ\P[VMHSLNP[PTH[LHPTHUKTLL[ZHWYLZZPUNULLK
  0UNLULYHSHU`PUJYLHZLPU[OLJHWHIPSP[`VMZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LT[LJOUVSVN`HSZV
OHZ[OLWV[LU[PHS[VPUJYLHZL[OLSPRLSPOVVKVMPU[Y\ZPVUPU[VHUPUKP]PK\HS»ZWYP]HJ`;OL
/\THU9PNO[Z(J[ NP]LZLMMLJ[PU<2SH^[V[OLYPNO[ZZL[V\[PU[OL,\YVWLHU
*VU]LU[PVUVU/\THU9PNO[Z,*/9:VTLVM[OLZLYPNO[ZHYLHIZVS\[L^OPSZ[V[OLYZ
HYLX\HSPMPLKTLHUPUN[OH[P[PZWLYTPZZPISLMVY[OLZ[H[L[VPU[LYMLYL^P[O[OLYPNO[WYV]PKLK
[OH[[OLPU[LYMLYLUJLPZPUW\YZ\P[VMHSLNP[PTH[LHPTHUK[OLPU[LYMLYLUJLPZWYVWVY[PVUH[L
(TVUNZ[[OLX\HSPMPLKYPNO[ZPZHWLYZVU»ZYPNO[[VYLZWLJ[MVY[OLPYWYP]H[LHUKMHTPS`SPML
OVTLHUKJVYYLZWVUKLUJLHZWYV]PKLKMVYI`(Y[PJSLVM[OL,*/9
  ;OH[PZUV[[VZH`[OH[HSSZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZ\ZL[LJOUVSVN`^OPJOOHZHOPNO
WV[LU[PHS[VPU[Y\KLVU[OLYPNO[[VYLZWLJ[MVYWYP]H[LHUKMHTPS`SPML@L[[OPZJVKLT\Z[
YLN\SH[L[OH[WV[LU[PHSUV^HUKPU[OLM\[\YL0UJVUZPKLYPUN[OLWV[LU[PHS[VPU[LYMLYL^P[O
[OLYPNO[[VWYP]HJ`P[PZPTWVY[HU[[V[HRLHJJV\U[VM[OLMHJ[[OH[L_WLJ[H[PVUZVMWYP]HJ`
HYLIV[O]HY`PUNHUKZ\IQLJ[P]L0UNLULYHS[LYTZVULVM[OL]HYPHISLZPZZP[\H[PVUHSHUK
PUHW\ISPJWSHJL[OLYLPZHaVULVMPU[LYHJ[PVU^P[OV[OLYZ^OPJOTH`MHSS^P[OPU[OLZJVWL
VMWYP]H[LSPML(UPUKP]PK\HSJHUL_WLJ[[VIL[OLZ\IQLJ[VMZ\Y]LPSSHUJLPUHW\ISPJWSHJL
HZ**;=MVYL_HTWSLPZHMHTPSPHYMLH[\YLPUWSHJLZ[OH[[OLW\ISPJMYLX\LU[(UPUKP]PK\HS
JHUOV^L]LYYPNO[S`L_WLJ[Z\Y]LPSSHUJLPUW\ISPJWSHJLZ[VILIV[OULJLZZHY`HUK
WYVWVY[PVUH[L^P[OHWWYVWYPH[LZHMLN\HYKZPUWSHJL

 (Y[PJSLVM[OL,\YVWLHU*OHY[LYVU/\THU9PNO[ZYLHKZHZMVSSV^Z!
Right to respect for private and family life



,]LY`VULOHZ[OLYPNO[[VYLZWLJ[MVYOPZWYP]H[LHUKMHTPS`SPMLOPZOVTLHUKOPZJVYYLZWVUKLUJL
;OLYLZOHSSILUVPU[LYMLYLUJLI`HW\ISPJH\[OVYP[`^P[O[OLL_LYJPZLVM[OPZYPNO[L_JLW[Z\JOHZPZPUHJJVYKHUJL^P[O
[OLSH^HUKPZULJLZZHY`PUHKLTVJYH[PJZVJPL[`PU[OLPU[LYLZ[ZVMUH[PVUHSZLJ\YP[`W\ISPJZHML[`VY[OLLJVUVTPJ^LSS
ILPUNVM[OLJV\U[Y`MVY[OLWYL]LU[PVUVMKPZVYKLYVYJYPTLMVY[OLWYV[LJ[PVUVMOLHS[OVYTVYHSZVYMVY[OLWYV[LJ[PVUVM
[OLYPNO[ZHUKMYLLKVTZVMV[OLYZ
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  ;OLKLJPZPVU[V\ZLHU`Z\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYH[LJOUVSVN`T\Z[[OLYLMVYLILJVUZPZ[LU[
^P[OHSLNP[PTH[LHPTHUKHWYLZZPUNULLK:\JOHSLNP[PTH[LHPTHUKWYLZZPUNULLK
T\Z[ILHY[PJ\SH[LKJSLHYS`HUKKVJ\TLU[LKHZ[OLZ[H[LKW\YWVZLMVYHU`KLWSV`TLU[
;OL[LJOUPJHSKLZPNUZVS\[PVUMVYZ\JOHKLWSV`TLU[ZOV\SKILWYVWVY[PVUH[L[V
[OLZ[H[LKW\YWVZLYH[OLY[OHUKYP]LUI`[OLH]HPSHIPSP[`VMM\UKPUNVY[LJOUVSVNPJHS
PUUV]H[PVU+LJPZPVUZV]LY[OLTVZ[HWWYVWYPH[L[LJOUVSVN`ZOV\SKHS^H`Z[HRLPU[V
HJJV\U[P[ZWV[LU[PHS[VTLL[[OLZ[H[LKW\YWVZL^P[OV\[\UULJLZZHY`PU[LYMLYLUJL^P[O
[OLYPNO[[VWYP]HJ`HUKMHTPS`SPML-\Y[OLYTVYLHU`KLWSV`TLU[ZOV\SKUV[JVU[PU\LMVY
SVUNLY[OHUULJLZZHY`
  ;OLZ[HY[PUNWVPU[MVYHZ`Z[LTVWLYH[VYPUHJOPL]PUN[OLTVZ[HWWYVWYPH[LIHSHUJL
IL[^LLUW\ISPJWYV[LJ[PVUHUKPUKP]PK\HSWYP]HJ`HUK[OLYLI`HJOPL]PUNV]LY[Z\Y]LPSSHUJL
I`JVUZLU[PZ[VHKVW[HZPUNSLZL[VMN\PKPUNWYPUJPWSLZ[OH[HYLHWWSPJHISL[VHSS
Z\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZPUW\ISPJWSHJLZ-VSSV^PUN[OLZLN\PKPUNWYPUJPWSLZHSSV^Z
HZ`Z[LTVWLYH[VY[VLZ[HISPZOHJSLHYYH[PVUHSLMVYHU`V]LY[Z\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYH
KLWSV`TLU[PUW\ISPJWSHJLZ[VY\UHU`Z\JOZ`Z[LTLMMLJ[P]LS`OLSWZLUZ\YLJVTWSPHUJL
^P[OV[OLYSLNHSK\[PLZHUK[VTH_PTPZL[OLSPRLSPOVVKVMHJOPL]PUNZ\Y]LPSSHUJLI`JVUZLU[

.\PKPUN7YPUJPWSLZ
 :`Z[LTVWLYH[VYZZOV\SKHKVW[[OLMVSSV^PUNN\PKPUNWYPUJPWSLZ!


<ZLVMHZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTT\Z[HS^H`ZILMVYHZWLJPMPLKW\YWVZL^OPJO
PZPUW\YZ\P[VMHSLNP[PTH[LHPTHUKULJLZZHY`[VTLL[HUPKLU[PMPLKWYLZZPUNULLK



;OL\ZLVMHZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTT\Z[[HRLPU[VHJJV\U[P[ZLMMLJ[VU
PUKP]PK\HSZHUK[OLPYWYP]HJ`^P[OYLN\SHYYL]PL^Z[VLUZ\YLP[Z\ZLYLTHPUZQ\Z[PMPLK



;OLYLT\Z[ILHZT\JO[YHUZWHYLUJ`PU[OL\ZLVMHZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTHZ
WVZZPISLPUJS\KPUNHW\ISPZOLKJVU[HJ[WVPU[MVYHJJLZZ[VPUMVYTH[PVUHUKJVTWSHPU[Z



;OLYLT\Z[ILJSLHYYLZWVUZPIPSP[`HUKHJJV\U[HIPSP[`MVYHSSZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYH
Z`Z[LTHJ[P]P[PLZPUJS\KPUNPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUJVSSLJ[LKOLSKHUK\ZLK



*SLHYY\SLZWVSPJPLZHUKWYVJLK\YLZT\Z[ILPUWSHJLILMVYLHZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYH
Z`Z[LTPZ\ZLKHUK[OLZLT\Z[ILJVTT\UPJH[LK[VHSS^OVULLK[VJVTWS`^P[O[OLT



5VTVYLPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUZOV\SKILZ[VYLK[OHU[OH[^OPJOPZZ[YPJ[S`YLX\PYLK
MVY[OLZ[H[LKW\YWVZLVMHZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTHUKZ\JOPTHNLZHUK
PUMVYTH[PVUZOV\SKILKLSL[LKVUJL[OLPYW\YWVZLZOH]LILLUKPZJOHYNLK



(JJLZZ[VYL[HPULKPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUZOV\SKILYLZ[YPJ[LKHUK[OLYLT\Z[IL
JSLHYS`KLMPULKY\SLZVU^OVJHUNHPUHJJLZZHUKMVY^OH[W\YWVZLZ\JOHJJLZZPZ
NYHU[LK"[OLKPZJSVZ\YLVMPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUZOV\SKVUS`[HRLWSHJL^OLUP[PZ
ULJLZZHY`MVYZ\JOHW\YWVZLVYMVYSH^LUMVYJLTLU[W\YWVZLZ



:\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTVWLYH[VYZZOV\SKJVUZPKLYHU`HWWYV]LKVWLYH[PVUHS
[LJOUPJHSHUKJVTWL[LUJ`Z[HUKHYKZYLSL]HU[[VHZ`Z[LTHUKP[ZW\YWVZLHUK^VYR
[VTLL[HUKTHPU[HPU[OVZLZ[HUKHYKZ



:\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUZOV\SKILZ\IQLJ[[VHWWYVWYPH[L
ZLJ\YP[`TLHZ\YLZ[VZHMLN\HYKHNHPUZ[\UH\[OVYPZLKHJJLZZHUK\ZL
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 ;OLYLZOV\SKILLMMLJ[P]LYL]PL^HUKH\KP[TLJOHUPZTZ[VLUZ\YLSLNHS
YLX\PYLTLU[ZWVSPJPLZHUKZ[HUKHYKZHYLJVTWSPLK^P[OPUWYHJ[PJLHUKYLN\SHY
YLWVY[ZZOV\SKILW\ISPZOLK
 >OLU[OL\ZLVMHZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTPZPUW\YZ\P[VMHSLNP[PTH[LHPTHUK
[OLYLPZHWYLZZPUNULLKMVYP[Z\ZLP[ZOV\SK[OLUIL\ZLKPU[OLTVZ[LMMLJ[P]L^H`
[VZ\WWVY[W\ISPJZHML[`HUKSH^LUMVYJLTLU[^P[O[OLHPTVMWYVJLZZPUNPTHNLZHUK
PUMVYTH[PVUVML]PKLU[PHS]HS\L
 (U`PUMVYTH[PVU\ZLK[VZ\WWVY[HZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LT^OPJOJVTWHYLZ
HNHPUZ[HYLMLYLUJLKH[HIHZLMVYTH[JOPUNW\YWVZLZZOV\SKILHJJ\YH[LHUKRLW[\W
[VKH[L
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Chapter 3: The development or use of
surveillance camera systems
;OPZJOHW[LYL_WHUKZVUN\PKPUNWYPUJPWSLZ^OPJOHKKYLZZ[OLKL]LSVWTLU[VY\ZLVM
Z\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZ

7YPUJPWSL<ZLVMHZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTT\Z[HS^H`ZILMVYHZWLJPÄLK
W\YWVZL^OPJOPZPUW\YZ\P[VMHSLNP[PTH[LHPTHUKULJLZZHY`[VTLL[HU
PKLU[PÄLKWYLZZPUNULLK
  :\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZVWLYH[PUNPUW\ISPJWSHJLZT\Z[HS^H`ZOH]LHJSLHYS`
KLMPULKW\YWVZLVYW\YWVZLZPUW\YZ\P[VMHSLNP[PTH[LHPTHUKULJLZZHY`[VHKKYLZZH
WYLZZPUNULLKVYULLKZ:\JOHSLNP[PTH[LHPTHUKWYLZZPUNULLKTPNO[PUJS\KLUH[PVUHS
ZLJ\YP[`W\ISPJZHML[`[OLLJVUVTPJ^LSSILPUNVM[OLJV\U[Y`[OLWYL]LU[PVUVMKPZVYKLY
VYJYPTL[OLWYV[LJ[PVUVMOLHS[OVYTVYHSZVY[OLWYV[LJ[PVUVM[OLYPNO[ZHUKMYLLKVTZ
VMV[OLYZ;OH[W\YWVZLVYW\YWVZLZZOV\SKILJHWHISLVM[YHUZSH[PVUPU[VJSLHYS`
HY[PJ\SH[LKVIQLJ[P]LZHNHPUZ[^OPJO[OLVUNVPUNYLX\PYLTLU[MVYVWLYH[PVUVY\ZLVM[OL
Z`Z[LTZHUKHU`PTHNLZVYV[OLYPUMVYTH[PVUVI[HPULKJHUILHZZLZZLK
  0UHZZLZZPUN^OL[OLYHZ`Z[LT^PSSTLL[P[ZVIQLJ[P]LZHUKPUKLZPNUPUN[OLHWWYVWYPH[L
[LJOUVSVNPJHSZVS\[PVU[VKVZVHZ`Z[LTVWLYH[VYZOV\SKHS^H`ZJVUZPKLY[OL
YLX\PYLTLU[ZVM[OLLUK\ZLYVM[OLPTHNLZWHY[PJ\SHYS`^OLYL[OLVIQLJ[P]LJHUIL
JOHYHJ[LYPZLKHZ[OLWYL]LU[PVUKL[LJ[PVUHUKPU]LZ[PNH[PVUVMJYPTLHUK[OLLUK\ZLYPZ
SPRLS`[V[OLWVSPJLHUK[OLJYPTPUHSQ\Z[PJLZ`Z[LT
  (Z\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZOV\SKVUS`IL\ZLKPUHW\ISPJWSHJLMVY[OLZWLJPMPJ
W\YWVZLVYW\YWVZLZP[^HZLZ[HISPZOLK[VHKKYLZZ0[ZOV\SKUV[IL\ZLKMVYV[OLY
W\YWVZLZ[OH[^V\SKUV[OH]LQ\Z[PMPLKP[ZLZ[HISPZOTLU[PU[OLMPYZ[WSHJL(U`WYVWVZLK
L_[LUZPVU[V[OLW\YWVZLZMVY^OPJOHZ`Z[LT^HZLZ[HISPZOLKHUKPTHNLZHUK
PUMVYTH[PVUHYLJVSSLJ[LKZOV\SKILZ\IQLJ[[VJVUZ\S[H[PVUILMVYLHU`KLJPZPVUPZ[HRLU

7YPUJPWSL;OL\ZLVMHZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTT\Z[[HRLPU[VHJJV\U[
P[ZLMMLJ[VUPUKP]PK\HSZHUK[OLPYWYP]HJ`^P[OYLN\SHYYL]PL^Z[VLUZ\YLP[Z\ZL
YLTHPUZQ\Z[PÄLK
  ;OLYPNO[[VYLZWLJ[MVYWYP]H[LHUKMHTPS`SPMLZL[V\[PU(Y[PJSLVM[OL,*/9LUZOYPULZ
PUSH^HSVUNOLSKMYLLKVTLUQV`LKPU,UNSHUKHUK>HSLZ7LVWSLKVOV^L]LYOH]L
]HY`PUNHUKZ\IQLJ[P]LL_WLJ[H[PVUZVMWYP]HJ`^P[OVULVM[OL]HYPHISLZILPUNZP[\H[PVUHS
+LWSV`PUNZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZPUW\ISPJWSHJLZ^OLYL[OLYLPZHWHY[PJ\SHYS`
OPNOL_WLJ[H[PVUVMWYP]HJ`Z\JOHZ[VPSL[ZVYJOHUNPUNYVVTZZOV\SKVUS`ILKVUL[V
HKKYLZZHWHY[PJ\SHYS`ZLYPV\ZWYVISLT[OH[JHUUV[ILHKKYLZZLKI`SLZZPU[Y\ZP]LTLHUZ
:\JOKLWSV`TLU[ZOV\SKILZ\IQLJ[[VYLN\SHYYL]PL^H[SLHZ[HUU\HSS`[VLUZ\YLP[
YLTHPUZULJLZZHY`
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  (U`WYVWVZLKKLWSV`TLU[[OH[PUJS\KLZH\KPVYLJVYKPUNPUHW\ISPJWSHJLPZSPRLS`[V
YLX\PYLHZ[YVUNQ\Z[PMPJH[PVUVMULJLZZP[`[VLZ[HISPZOP[ZWYVWVY[PVUHSP[`;OLYLPZHZ[YVUN
WYLZ\TW[PVU[OH[HZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTT\Z[UV[IL\ZLK[VYLJVYKJVU]LYZH[PVUZ
HZ[OPZPZOPNOS`PU[Y\ZP]LHUK\USPRLS`[VILQ\Z[PMPLK
  (U`\ZLVMMHJPHSYLJVNUP[PVUVYV[OLYIPVTL[YPJJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJYLJVNUP[PVUZ`Z[LTZULLKZ
[VILJSLHYS`Q\Z[PMPLKHUKWYVWVY[PVUH[LPUTLL[PUN[OLZ[H[LKW\YWVZLHUKILZ\P[HIS`
]HSPKH[LK0[ZOV\SKHS^H`ZPU]VS]LO\THUPU[LY]LU[PVUILMVYLKLJPZPVUZHYL[HRLU[OH[
HMMLJ[HUPUKP]PK\HSHK]LYZLS`
  ;OPZWYPUJPWSLWVPU[Z[V[OLULLKMVYHWYP]HJ`PTWHJ[HZZLZZTLU[WYVJLZZ[VIL
\UKLY[HRLU^OLUL]LY[OLKL]LSVWTLU[VYYL]PL^VMHZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTPZ
ILPUNJVUZPKLYLK[VLUZ\YL[OH[[OLW\YWVZLVM[OLZ`Z[LTPZHUKYLTHPUZQ\Z[PMPHISL
[OLYLPZJVUZ\S[H[PVU^P[O[OVZLTVZ[SPRLS`[VILHMMLJ[LKHUK[OLPTWHJ[VU[OLPY
WYP]HJ`PZHZZLZZLKHUKHU`HWWYVWYPH[LZHMLN\HYKZJHUILW\[PUWSHJL>OLYLZ\JOHU
HZZLZZTLU[MVSSV^ZHMVYTHSHUKKVJ\TLU[LKWYVJLZZZ\JOWYVJLZZLZOLSW[VLUZ\YL
[OH[ZV\UKKLJPZPVUZHYLYLHJOLKVUPTWSLTLU[H[PVUHUKVUHU`ULJLZZHY`TLHZ\YLZ
[VZHMLN\HYKHNHPUZ[KPZWYVWVY[PVUH[LPU[LYMLYLUJL^P[OWYP]HJ`0U[OLJHZLVMHW\ISPJ
H\[OVYP[`[OPZHSZVKLTVUZ[YH[LZ[OH[IV[O[OLULJLZZP[`HUKL_[LU[VMHU`PU[LYMLYLUJL
^P[O(Y[PJSLYPNO[ZOHZILLUJVUZPKLYLK
 (WYP]HJ`PTWHJ[HZZLZZTLU[HSZVOLSWZHZZ\YLJVTWSPHUJL^P[OVISPNH[PVUZ\UKLY[OL
 (J[*VTWYLOLUZP]LN\PKHUJLVU\UKLY[HRPUNHWYP]HJ`PTWHJ[HZZLZZTLU[PZ
H]HPSHISLMYVT[OL0UMVYTH[PVU*VTTPZZPVULY»Z6MMPJL;OPZLUJV\YHNLZVYNHUPZH[PVUZ[V
KL]PZLHUKPTWSLTLU[HUHZZLZZTLU[WYVJLZZ[OH[PZHWWYVWYPH[LHUKWYVWVY[PVUH[L[V
[OLPYJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZ

7YPUJPWSL;OLYLT\Z[ILHZT\JO[YHUZWHYLUJ`PU[OL\ZLVMHZ\Y]LPSSHUJL
JHTLYHZ`Z[LTHZWVZZPISLPUJS\KPUNHW\ISPZOLKJVU[HJ[WVPU[MVYHJJLZZ[V
PUMVYTH[PVUHUKJVTWSHPU[Z
  7LVWSLPUW\ISPJWSHJLZZOV\SKUVYTHSS`ILTHKLH^HYL^OLUL]LY[OL`HYLILPUNTVUP[VYLK
I`HZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LT^OVPZ\UKLY[HRPUN[OLHJ[P]P[`HUK[OLW\YWVZLMVY^OPJO
[OH[PUMVYTH[PVUPZ[VIL\ZLK;OPZPZHUPU[LNYHSWHY[VMV]LY[Z\Y]LPSSHUJLHUKPZHSYLHK`H
SLNHSVISPNH[PVU\UKLY[OL (J[-\Y[OLYTVYLZ\JOH^HYLULZZVU[OLWHY[VM[OLW\ISPJ
Z\WWVY[ZHUKPUMVYTZ[OLJVUJLW[VMZ\Y]LPSSHUJLI`JVUZLU[
  :\Y]LPSSHUJLI`JVUZLU[PZKLWLUKLU[\WVU[YHUZWHYLUJ`HUKHJJV\U[HIPSP[`VU[OLWHY[
VMHZ`Z[LTVWLYH[VY;OLWYV]PZPVUVMPUMVYTH[PVUPZ[OLMPYZ[Z[LWPU[YHUZWHYLUJ`HUKPZ
HSZVHRL`TLJOHUPZTVMHJJV\U[HIPSP[`0U[OLKL]LSVWTLU[VYYL]PL^VMHU`Z\Y]LPSSHUJL
JHTLYHZ`Z[LTWYVWVY[PVUH[LJVUZ\S[H[PVUHUKLUNHNLTLU[^P[O[OLW\ISPJHUKWHY[ULYZ
PUJS\KPUN[OLWVSPJL^PSSILHUPTWVY[HU[WHY[VMHZZLZZPUN^OL[OLY[OLYLPZHSLNP[PTH[L
HPTHUKHWYLZZPUNULLKHUK^OL[OLY[OLZ`Z[LTP[ZLSMPZHWYVWVY[PVUH[LYLZWVUZL:\JO
JVUZ\S[H[PVUHUKLUNHNLTLU[HSZVWYV]PKLZHUVWWVY[\UP[`[VPKLU[PM`HU`JVUJLYUZHUK
TVKPM`[OLWYVWVZP[PVU[VZ[YPRL[OLTVZ[HWWYVWYPH[LIHSHUJLIL[^LLUW\ISPJWYV[LJ[PVU
HUKPUKP]PK\HSWYP]HJ`

 ;OL:\Y]LPSSHUJL*HTLYH*VTTPZZPVULY^PSSILHZV\YJLVMHK]PJLVU]HSPKH[PVUVMZ\JOZ`Z[LTZ
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 ;OPZTLHUZLUZ\YPUNLMMLJ[P]LLUNHNLTLU[^P[OYLWYLZLU[H[P]LZVM[OVZLHMMLJ[LKHUK
PUWHY[PJ\SHY^OLYL[OLTLHZ\YLTH`OH]LHKPZWYVWVY[PVUH[LPTWHJ[VUHWHY[PJ\SHY
JVTT\UP[`0[PZPTWVY[HU[[OH[JVUZ\S[H[PVUPZTLHUPUNM\SHUK\UKLY[HRLUH[HZ[HNL^OLU
[OLYLPZHYLHSPZ[PJWYVZWLJ[VMPUMS\LUJPUNKL]LSVWTLU[Z
  :`Z[LTVWLYH[VYZZOV\SKILWYVHJ[P]LPU[OLWYV]PZPVUVMYLN\SHYS`W\ISPZOLKPUMVYTH[PVU
HIV\[[OLW\YWVZLVWLYH[PVUHUKLMMLJ[VMHZ`Z[LT;OPZPZJVUZPZ[LU[^P[O[OL
NV]LYUTLU[»ZJVTTP[TLU[[VNYLH[LY[YHUZWHYLUJ`VU[OLWHY[VMW\ISPJIVKPLZ
 0UHKKP[PVU[V[OLWYVHJ[P]LW\ISPJH[PVUVMPUMVYTH[PVUHIV\[[OLZ[H[LKW\YWVZLVMH
Z\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTNVVKWYHJ[PJLPUJS\KLZJVUZPKLYPUN[OLW\ISPJH[PVUVM
PUMVYTH[PVUVU[OLWYVJLK\YLZHUKZHMLN\HYKZPUWSHJLPTWHJ[HZZLZZTLU[Z\UKLY[HRLU
WLYMVYTHUJLZ[H[PZ[PJZHUKV[OLYTHUHNLTLU[PUMVYTH[PVUHUKHU`YL]PL^ZVYH\KP[Z
\UKLY[HRLU7\ISPJH\[OVYP[PLZZOV\SKJVUZPKLYPUJS\KPUN[OPZPUMVYTH[PVUHZWHY[VM[OLPY
W\ISPJH[PVUZJOLTLZ\UKLY[OL-YLLKVTVM0UMVYTH[PVU(J[
  ;OPZPZUV[[VPTWS`[OH[[OLL_HJ[SVJH[PVUVMZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZZOV\SKHS^H`ZILKPZJSVZLK
PM[VKVZV^V\SKILJVU[YHY`[V[OLPU[LYLZ[ZVMSH^LUMVYJLTLU[VYUH[PVUHSZLJ\YP[`
  (Z`Z[LTVWLYH[VYZOV\SKOH]LHULMMLJ[P]LWYVJLK\YLMVYOHUKSPUNJVUJLYUZHUK
JVTWSHPU[ZMYVTPUKP]PK\HSZHUKVYNHUPZH[PVUZHIV\[[OL\ZLVMZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYH
Z`Z[LTZ0UMVYTH[PVUHIV\[JVTWSHPU[ZWYVJLK\YLZZOV\SKILTHKLYLHKPS`H]HPSHISL[V[OL
W\ISPJ>OLYLHJVTWSHPU[PZTHKLHUK[OLJVTWSHPUHU[UV[ZH[PZMPLK^P[O[OLYLZWVUZL
[OLYLZOV\SKILHUPU[LYUHSYL]PL^TLJOHUPZTPUWSHJL\ZPUNHWLYZVUUV[PU]VS]LK
PUOHUKSPUN[OLPUP[PHSJVTWSHPU[*VTWSHPU[ZT\Z[ILOHUKSLKPUH[PTLS`MHZOPVUHUK
JVTWSHPUHU[ZNP]LUHUPUKPJH[PVUVMOV^SVUNHJVTWSHPU[TH`[HRL[VOHUKSLH[[OLV\[ZL[
  6UJLHJVTWSHPU[OHZILLUJVUJS\KLKPUMVYTH[PVUZOV\SKILWYV]PKLK[V[OLJVTWSHPUHU[
HIV\[HU`YLN\SH[VY`IVKPLZ^OVTH`OH]LQ\YPZKPJ[PVUPU[OH[JHZLZ\JOHZ[OL
0UMVYTH[PVU*VTTPZZPVULYVY[OL0U]LZ[PNH[VY`7V^LYZ;YPI\UHS
   >OLYLHJVTWSHPU[VYV[OLYPUMVYTH[PVUJVTLZ[V[OLH[[LU[PVUVMHYLSL]HU[H\[OVYP[`
VYV[OLYZ`Z[LTVWLYH[VY[OH[PUKPJH[LZJYPTPUHSVMMLUJLZTH`OH]LILLUJVTTP[[LKPU
YLSH[PVU[VHZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LT[OLU[OLZLTH[[LYZZOV\SKILYLMLYYLK[V[OL
HWWYVWYPH[LIVK`Z\JOHZ[OLWVSPJLVY[OL0UMVYTH[PVU*VTTPZZPVULYMVYHU`VMMLUJLZ
\UKLY[OL (J[
 0USPUL^P[ONV]LYUTLU[JVTTP[TLU[[V^HYKZNYLH[LY[YHUZWHYLUJ`VU[OLWHY[VMW\ISPJ
H\[OVYP[PLZHZ`Z[LTVWLYH[VYZOV\SKW\ISPZOZ[H[PZ[PJHSPUMVYTH[PVUHIV\[[OLU\TILYHUK
UH[\YLVMJVTWSHPU[ZYLJLP]LKHUKOV^[OLZLOH]LILLUYLZVS]LKVUHUHUU\HSIHZPZH[SLHZ[
 ;OLNV]LYUTLU[»ZM\Y[OLYJVTTP[TLU[[VºVWLUKH[H»TLHUZ[OH[W\ISPJH\[OVYP[PLZZOV\SK
JVUZPKLYTHRPUNPUMVYTH[PVUH]HPSHISLPUYL\ZHISLMVYTZVV[OLYZJHUKL]LSVWZLY]PJLZ
IHZLKVU[OPZKH[H;OPZ^V\SKL_[LUK[VPUMVYTH[PVUHIV\[Z\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZ
 ;OL:\Y]LPSSHUJL*HTLYH*VTTPZZPVULYOHZUVZ[H[\[VY`YVSLPUYLSH[PVU[V[OL
PU]LZ[PNH[PVUHUKYLZVS\[PVUVMJVTWSHPU[Z:`Z[LTVWLYH[VYZZOV\SKOV^L]LYIL
WYLWHYLK[VZOHYLPUMVYTH[PVUHIV\[[OLUH[\YLVMJVTWSHPU[Z^P[O[OL:\Y]LPSSHUJL
*HTLYH*VTTPZZPVULYVUHUHKOVJHUK^OLYLHWWYVWYPH[LHUVU`TPZLKIHZPZ[VHZZPZ[
PUHU`YL]PL^VM[OLVWLYH[PVUVM[OPZJVKLVMWYHJ[PJL
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7YPUJPWSL;OLYLT\Z[ILJSLHYYLZWVUZPIPSP[`HUKHJJV\U[HIPSP[`MVYHSS
Z\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTHJ[P]P[PLZPUJS\KPUNPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUJVSSLJ[LK
OLSKHUK\ZLK
  7LYZVUZJVUZPKLYPUN[OLULLK[VKL]LSVWHZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZOV\SKNP]LK\L
JVUZPKLYH[PVU[V[OLLZ[HISPZOTLU[VMWYVWLYNV]LYUHUJLHYYHUNLTLU[Z;OLYLT\Z[IL
JSLHYYLZWVUZPIPSP[`HUKHJJV\U[HIPSP[`MVYZ\JOHZ`Z[LT0[PZNVVKWYHJ[PJL[VOH]LH
KLZPNUH[LKPUKP]PK\HSYLZWVUZPISLMVY[OLKL]LSVWTLU[HUKVWLYH[PVUVMHZ\Y]LPSSHUJL
JHTLYHZ`Z[LTMVYLUZ\YPUN[OLYLPZHWWYVWYPH[LJVUZ\S[H[PVUHUK[YHUZWHYLUJ`V]LYP[Z
W\YWVZLKLWSV`TLU[HUKMVYYL]PL^PUNOV^LMMLJ[P]LS`P[TLL[ZP[W\YWVZL
  >OLYLHZ`Z[LTPZQVPU[S`V^ULKVYQVPU[S`VWLYH[LK[OLNV]LYUHUJLHUKHJJV\U[HIPSP[`
HYYHUNLTLU[ZZOV\SKILHNYLLKIL[^LLU[OLWHY[ULYZHUKKVJ\TLU[LKZV[OH[LHJO
VM[OLWHY[ULYVYNHUPZH[PVUZOHZJSLHYYLZWVUZPIPSP[PLZ^P[OJSHYP[`V]LYVISPNH[PVUZHUK
L_WLJ[H[PVUZHUKWYVJLK\YLZMVY[OLYLZVS\[PVUVMHU`KPMMLYLUJLZIL[^LLU[OLWHY[PLZVY
JOHUNLZVMJPYJ\TZ[HUJL
  (Z\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTTH`IL\ZLKMVYTVYL[OHUVULW\YWVZL-VYL_HTWSL
VULW\YWVZLTPNO[ILJYPTLWYL]LU[PVUHUKKL[LJ[PVUHUKHUV[OLY[YHMMPJTHUHNLTLU[
(JJV\U[HIPSP[`MVYLHJOW\YWVZLTH`YLZ[^P[OPUKPMMLYLU[LSLTLU[ZVMHZ`Z[LTVWLYH[VY»Z
THUHNLTLU[Z[Y\J[\YL:OV\SK[OH[IL[OLJHZL[OLUP[PZNVVKWYHJ[PJLMVY[OL
NV]LYUHUJLHYYHUNLTLU[Z[VPUJS\KL[OVZLHJJV\U[HISLMVYLHJOW\YWVZLHUKMHJPSP[H[L
LMMLJ[P]LQVPU[^VYRPUNYL]PL^HUKH\KP[KLJPZPVUTHRPUNHUKW\ISPJLUNHNLTLU[
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Chapter 4: The use or processing of
images or other information obtained by
virtue of such systems
;OPZJOHW[LYL_WHUKZVUN\PKPUNWYPUJPWSLZ^OPJOHKKYLZZ[OL\ZLVYWYVJLZZPUNVMPTHNLZ
HUKPUMVYTH[PVU

7YPUJPWSL*SLHYY\SLZWVSPJPLZHUKWYVJLK\YLZT\Z[ILPUWSHJLILMVYLH
Z\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTPZ\ZLKHUK[OLZLT\Z[ILJVTT\UPJH[LK[VHSS^OV
ULLK[VJVTWS`^P[O[OLT
  ;OLYLHYLZPNUPMPJHU[ILULMP[ZPUOH]PUNJSLHYWVSPJPLZHUKWYVJLK\YLZMVY[OLVWLYH[PVUVM
HU`Z\Y]LPSSHUJL;OPZJHUUV[VUS`HPK[OLLMMLJ[P]LTHUHNLTLU[HUK\ZLVMHZ\Y]LPSSHUJL
JHTLYHZ`Z[LTI\[HSZVOLSWLUZ\YL[OH[HU`SLNHSVISPNH[PVUZHMMLJ[PUN[OL\ZLVMZ\JOH
Z`Z[LTHYLHKKYLZZLK
  (Z\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTVWLYH[VYPZLUJV\YHNLK[VMVSSV^HX\HSP[`THUHNLTLU[
Z`Z[LTHZHTHQVYZ[LWMVY^HYKPUJVU[YVSSPUNHUKPTWYV]PUN[OLPYRL`WYVJLZZLZ>OLYL
[OPZPZKVUL[OYV\NOJLY[PMPJH[PVUHNHPUZ[HX\HSP[`THUHNLTLU[Z[HUKHYKP[JHUWYV]PKL
HYVI\Z[VWLYH[PUNLU]PYVUTLU[^P[O[OLHKKP[PVUHSILULMP[VMYLHZZ\YHUJLMVY[OLW\ISPJ
[OH[[OLZ`Z[LTPZVWLYH[LKYLZWVUZPIS`HUKLMMLJ[P]LS`HUK[OLSPRLSPOVVKVMHU`IYLHJOVM
PUKP]PK\HSWYP]HJ`PZNYLH[S`YLK\JLK
  0[PZNVVKWYHJ[PJL[OH[[OLJVTT\UPJH[PVUVMY\SLZWVSPJPLZHUKWYVJLK\YLZZOV\SKIL
KVULHZWHY[VM[OLPUK\J[PVUHUKVUNVPUNWYVMLZZPVUHS[YHPUPUNHUKKL]LSVWTLU[VMHSS
Z`Z[LT\ZLYZ;OPZZOV\SKTH_PTPZL[OLSPRLSPOVVKVMJVTWSPHUJLI`LUZ\YPUNZ`Z[LT
\ZLYZHYLJVTWL[LU[OH]LYLSL]HU[ZRPSSZHUK[YHPUPUNVU[OLVWLYH[PVUHS[LJOUPJHSHUK
WYP]HJ`JVUZPKLYH[PVUZHUKM\SS`\UKLYZ[HUK[OLWVSPJPLZHUKWYVJLK\YLZ0[PZYLX\PYLTLU[
VM[OL (J[[OH[VYNHUPZH[PVUZLUZ\YL[OLYLSPHIPSP[`VMZ[HMMOH]PUNHJJLZZ[VWLYZVUHS
KH[HPUJS\KPUNPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUVI[HPULKI`Z\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZ
 >OLYL]LY[OLYLHYLVJJ\WH[PVUHSZ[HUKHYKZH]HPSHISL^OPJOHYLYLSL]HU[[V[OLYVSLZHUK
YLZWVUZPIPSP[PLZVM[OLPYZ`Z[LT\ZLYZHZ`Z[LTZVWLYH[VYZOV\SKJVUZPKLY[OLILULMP[ZHUK
HU`Z[H[\[VY`YLX\PYLTLU[ZHZZVJPH[LK^P[OZ\JOVJJ\WH[PVUHSZ[HUKHYKZ
  ;OL:\Y]LPSSHUJL*HTLYH*VTTPZZPVULY^PSSWYV]PKLHK]PJLHUKN\PKHUJLVUYLSL]HU[
X\HSP[`THUHNLTLU[HUKVJJ\WH[PVUHSJVTWL[LUJ`Z[HUKHYKZ
 >OLYL]LYHZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTJV]LYZW\ISPJZWHJLHZ`Z[LTVWLYH[VYZOV\SK
ILH^HYLVM[OLZ[H[\[VY`SPJLUZPUNYLX\PYLTLU[ZVM[OL7YP]H[L:LJ\YP[`0UK\Z[Y`(J[
<UKLY[OLZLYLX\PYLTLU[Z[OL:LJ\YP[`0UK\Z[Y`(\[OVYP[`:0(PZJOHYNLK^P[O
SPJLUZPUNPUKP]PK\HSZ^VYRPUNPUZWLJPMPJZLJ[VYZVM[OLWYP]H[LZLJ\YP[`PUK\Z[Y`(W\ISPJ
ZWHJLZ\Y]LPSSHUJL**;=SPJLUJLPZYLX\PYLK^OLUVWLYH[P]LZHYLZ\WWSPLK\UKLYH
JVU[YHJ[MVYZLY]PJLZ0[PZHJYPTPUHSVMMLUJLMVYZ[HMM[VJHYY`V\[SPJLUZHISLHJ[P]P[PLZ
^P[OV\[HU:0(SPJLUJL
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  :0(SPJLUZPUNPZKLWLUKLU[\WVUL]PKLUJL[OH[HUPUKP]PK\HSPZMP[HUKWYVWLY[VM\SMPS[OL
YVSLHUKL]PKLUJLVM[OLPYHIPSP[`[VM\SMPSHYVSLLMMLJ[P]LS`HUKZHMLS`^P[O[OLYPNO[ZRPSSZHUK
RUV^SLKNL;OLYLHYL]HYPV\ZYLSL]HU[X\HSPMPJH[PVUZH]HPSHISLHUK[YHPUPUN[VH[[HPU[OLZL
PZKLSP]LYLKI`HYHUNLVMKPMMLYLU[HJJYLKP[LKWYV]PKLYZ
  ,]LU^OLYL[OLYLPZUVZ[H[\[VY`SPJLUZPUNYLX\PYLTLU[P[PZNVVKWYHJ[PJLMVYHZ`Z[LT
VWLYH[VY[VLUZ\YL[OH[HSSZ[HMM^OVLP[OLYTHUHNLVY\ZLHZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LT
VY\ZLVYWYVJLZZ[OLPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUVI[HPULKI`]PY[\LVMZ\JOZ`Z[LTZOH]L
[OLULJLZZHY`ZRPSSZHUKRUV^SLKNL

7YPUJPWSL5VTVYLPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUZOV\SKILZ[VYLK[OHU[OH[^OPJO
PZZ[YPJ[S`YLX\PYLKMVY[OLZ[H[LKW\YWVZLVMHZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LT
HUKZ\JOPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUZOV\SKILKLSL[LKVUJL[OLPYW\YWVZLZOH]L
ILLUKPZJOHYNLK
  0THNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUVI[HPULKMYVTHZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZOV\SKUV[ILRLW[
MVYSVUNLY[OHUULJLZZHY`[VM\SMPS[OLW\YWVZLMVY^OPJO[OL`^LYLVI[HPULKPU[OLMPYZ[
WSHJL;OPZWLYPVKZOV\SKILKLJPKLKPUHK]HUJLHUKIL[OLTPUPT\TWLYPVKULJLZZHY`
;OPZPZHSZVHYLX\PYLTLU[VM[OL (J[HUKM\Y[OLYN\PKHUJLVU[OPZPZJVU[HPULKPU[OL
0*6**;=JVKLVMWYHJ[PJL
  ;OLYL[LU[PVUWLYPVKMVYKPMMLYLU[Z\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZ^PSS]HY`K\L[V[OLW\YWVZL
MVY[OLZ`Z[LTHUKOV^SVUNPTHNLZHUKV[OLYPUMVYTH[PVUULLK[VILYL[HPULKZVHZ
[VZLY]LP[ZPU[LUKLKW\YWVZL0[PZUV[[OLYLMVYLWVZZPISL[VILWYLZJYPW[P]LHIV\[
TH_PT\TVYTPUPT\TWLYPVKZ0UP[PHSYL[LU[PVUWLYPVKZZOV\SKILYL]PL^LKI`HZ`Z[LT
VWLYH[VYHUKYLZL[PU[OLSPNO[VML_WLYPLUJL(WYVWVY[PVUH[LHWWYVHJOZOV\SKHS^H`Z
IL\ZLK[VPUMVYTYL[LU[PVUWLYPVKZHUK[OLZLZOV\SKUV[ILIHZLK\WVUPUMYLX\LU[
L_JLW[PVUHSJHZLZ
  (S[OV\NOPTHNLZHUKV[OLYPUMVYTH[PVUZOV\SKUV[ILRLW[MVYSVUNLY[OHUULJLZZHY`
[VTLL[[OLW\YWVZLZMVYYLJVYKPUN[OLTVUVJJHZPVUZHZ`Z[LTVWLYH[VYTH`ULLK
[VYL[HPUPTHNLZMVYHSVUNLYWLYPVKMVYL_HTWSL^OLYLHSH^LUMVYJLTLU[IVK`PZ
PU]LZ[PNH[PUNHJYPTL[VNP]L[OLT[OLVWWVY[\UP[`[V]PL^[OLPTHNLZHZWHY[VMHU
HJ[P]LPU]LZ[PNH[PVU

7YPUJPWSL(JJLZZ[VYL[HPULKPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUZOV\SKILYLZ[YPJ[LKHUK
[OLYLT\Z[ILJSLHYS`KLÄULKY\SLZVU^OVJHUNHPUHJJLZZHUKMVY^OH[W\YWVZL
Z\JOHJJLZZPZNYHU[LK"[OLKPZJSVZ\YLVMPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUZOV\SKVUS`[HRL
WSHJL^OLUP[PZULJLZZHY`MVYZ\JOHW\YWVZLVYMVYSH^LUMVYJLTLU[W\YWVZLZ
  ;OLKPZJSVZ\YLVMPTHNLZHUKV[OLYPUMVYTH[PVUVI[HPULKMYVTHZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYH
Z`Z[LTT\Z[ILJVU[YVSSLKHUKJVUZPZ[LU[^P[O[OLZ[H[LKW\YWVZLMVY^OPJO[OLZ`Z[LT
^HZLZ[HISPZOLK+PZJSVZ\YLVMPTHNLZVYPUMVYTH[PVUTH`ILHWWYVWYPH[L^OLYL[OL 
(J[THRLZL_LTW[PVUZ^OPJOHSSV^P[WYV]PKLK[OH[[OLHWWSPJHISLYLX\PYLTLU[ZVM[OL
 (J[HYLTL[VY^OLYLWLYTP[[LKI`V[OLYSLNPZSH[PVUZ\JOHZ[OL*V\U[LY;LYYVYPZT
(J[;OLZLL_LTW[PVUZPUJS\KL^OLYLUVUKPZJSVZ\YL^V\SKILSPRLS`[VWYLQ\KPJL
[OLWYL]LU[PVUHUKKL[LJ[PVUVMJYPTLHUKMVYUH[PVUHSZLJ\YP[`W\YWVZLZ>OLYLH
Z`Z[LTVWLYH[VYKLJSPULZHYLX\LZ[MVYKPZJSVZ\YLMYVTHSH^LUMVYJLTLU[HNLUJ`[OLYL
PZWYV]PZPVU\UKLY:LJ[PVU VMHUK:JOLK\SL[V[OL7VSPJLHUK*YPTPUHS,]PKLUJL(J[
 [VZLLRHWYVK\J[PVUVYKLYMYVTHTHNPZ[YH[L
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  ;OLYLTH`ILV[OLYSPTP[LKVJJHZPVUZ^OLUKPZJSVZ\YLVMPTHNLZ[VHUV[OLY[OPYKWHY[`
Z\JOHZHWLYZVU^OVZLWYVWLY[`OHZILLUKHTHNLKTH`ILHWWYVWYPH[L:\JO
YLX\LZ[ZMVYPTHNLZVYPUMVYTH[PVUZOV\SKILHWWYVHJOLK^P[OJHYLHUKPUHJJVYKHUJL
^P[O[OL (J[HZH^PKLKPZJSVZ\YLTH`ILHU\UMHPYPU[Y\ZPVUPU[V[OLWYP]HJ`VM[OL
PUKP]PK\HSZJVUJLYULK
  (Z`Z[LTVWLYH[VYZOV\SKOH]LJSLHYWVSPJLZHUKN\PKLSPULZPUWSHJL[VKLHS^P[OHU`
YLX\LZ[Z[OH[HYLYLJLP]LK0UWHY[PJ\SHY!
 (YYHUNLTLU[ZZOV\SKILPUWSHJL[VYLZ[YPJ[KPZJSVZ\YLVMPTHNLZPUH^H`JVUZPZ[LU[^P[O
[OLW\YWVZLMVYLZ[HISPZOPUN[OLZ`Z[LT
 >OLYLPTHNLZHYLKPZJSVZLKJVUZPKLYH[PVUZOV\SKILNP]LU[V^OL[OLYPTHNLZVM
PUKP]PK\HSZULLK[VILVIZJ\YLK[VWYL]LU[\U^HYYHU[LKPKLU[PMPJH[PVU
 ;OVZL[OH[TH`OHUKSLYLX\LZ[ZMVYKPZJSVZ\YLZOV\SKOH]LJSLHYN\PKHUJLVU[OL
JPYJ\TZ[HUJLZPU^OPJOKPZJSVZ\YLPZHWWYVWYPH[L
 ;OLTL[OVKVMKPZJSVZPUNPTHNLZZOV\SKILZLJ\YL[VLUZ\YL[OL`HYLVUS`ZLLUI`[OL
PU[LUKLKYLJPWPLU[
 (WWYVWYPH[LYLJVYKZZOV\SKILTHPU[HPULK
 1\KNLTLU[ZHIV\[KPZJSVZ\YLZOV\SKILTHKLI`HZ`Z[LTVWLYH[VY;OL`OH]LKPZJYL[PVU
[VYLM\ZLHU`YLX\LZ[MVYPUMVYTH[PVU\USLZZ[OLYLPZHUV]LYYPKPUNSLNHSVISPNH[PVUZ\JOHZ
HJV\Y[VYKLYVYPUMVYTH[PVUHJJLZZYPNO[Z6UJL[OL`OH]LKPZJSVZLKHUPTHNL[VHUV[OLY
IVK`Z\JOHZ[OLWVSPJL[OLU[OLYLJPWPLU[ILJVTLZYLZWVUZPISLMVY[OLPYJVW`VM[OH[
PTHNL0M[OLYLJPWPLU[PZHYLSL]HU[H\[OVYP[`P[PZ[OLU[OLYLJPWPLU[»ZYLZWVUZPIPSP[`[VOH]L
YLNHYK[V[OPZJVKLVMWYHJ[PJLHUK[VJVTWS`^P[OHU`V[OLYSLNHSVISPNH[PVUZZ\JOHZ[OL
 (J[HUK[OL/\THU9PNO[Z(J[ PUYLSH[PVU[VHU`M\Y[OLYKPZJSVZ\YLZ
 0UKP]PK\HSZJHUYLX\LZ[PTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUHIV\[[OLTZLS]LZ[OYV\NOHZ\IQLJ[
HJJLZZYLX\LZ[\UKLY[OL (J[+L[HPSLKN\PKHUJLVU[OPZHUKTH[[LYZZ\JOHZ
^OLU[V^P[OOVSKPTHNLZVM[OPYKWHY[PLZJH\NO[PUPTHNLZPZPUJS\KLKPU[OL0*6**;=
JVKLVMWYHJ[PJL
 9LX\LZ[ZMVYPUMVYTH[PVUMYVTW\ISPJIVKPLZTH`ILTHKL\UKLY[OL-YLLKVTVM
0UMVYTH[PVU(J[+L[HPSLKN\PKHUJLVU[OLZLVISPNH[PVUZPZPUJS\KLKPU[OL0*6**;=
JVKLVMWYHJ[PJL

7YPUJPWSL:\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTVWLYH[VYZZOV\SKJVUZPKLYHU`
HWWYV]LKVWLYH[PVUHS[LJOUPJHSHUKJVTWL[LUJ`Z[HUKHYKZYLSL]HU[[VHZ`Z[LT
HUKP[ZW\YWVZLHUK^VYR[VTLL[HUKTHPU[HPU[OVZLZ[HUKHYKZ
  (WWYV]LKZ[HUKHYKZTH`HWWS`[V[OLZ`Z[LTM\UJ[PVUHSP[`[OLPUZ[HSSH[PVUHUK[OL
VWLYH[PVUHUKTHPU[LUHUJLVMHZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LT;OLZLHYL\Z\HSS`MVJ\ZLK
VU[`WPJHS**;=PUZ[HSSH[PVUZOV^L]LY[OLYLTH`ILHKKP[PVUHSZ[HUKHYKZHWWSPJHISL
^OLYL[OLZ`Z[LTOHZZWLJPMPJHK]HUJLKJHWHIPSP[`Z\JOHZ(579]PKLVHUHS`[PJZVY
MHJPHSYLJVNUP[PVUZ`Z[LTZVY^OLYL[OLYLPZHZWLJPMPJKLWSV`TLU[ZJLUHYPVMVYL_HTWSL
[OL\ZLVMIVK`^VYU]PKLVYLJVYKLYZ
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  (WWYV]LKZ[HUKHYKZHYLH]HPSHISL[VPUMVYTNVVKWYHJ[PJLMVY[OLVWLYH[PVUVMZ\Y]LPSSHUJL
JHTLYHZ`Z[LTZPUJS\KPUN[OVZLKL]LSVWLKKVTLZ[PJHSS`I`[OL)YP[PZO:[HUKHYKZ
0UZ[P[\[LH[H,\YVWLHUSL]LSI`[OL*VTP[t,\YVWtLUKL5VYTHSPZH[PVUiSLJ[YV[LJOUPX\L
VYH[HNSVIHSSL]LSI`[OL0U[LYUH[PVUHS,SLJ[YV[LJOUPJHS*VTTPZZPVU(Z`Z[LTVWLYH[VY
ZOV\SKJVUZPKLYHU`HWWYV]LKZ[HUKHYKZ^OPJOHWWLHYYLSL]HU[[V[OLLMMLJ[P]L
HWWSPJH[PVUVM[LJOUVSVN`[VTLL[[OLW\YWVZLVM[OLPYZ`Z[LTHUK[HRPUNZ[LWZ[VZLJ\YL
JLY[PMPJH[PVUHNHPUZ[[OVZLZ[HUKHYKZ
  :\JOJLY[PMPJH[PVUPZSPRLS`[VPU]VS]LHZZLZZTLU[I`HUPUKLWLUKLU[JLY[PMPJH[PVUIVK`;OPZ
OHZILULMP[ZMVYHZ`Z[LTVWLYH[VYPU[OH[[OLLMMLJ[P]LULZZVMHZ`Z[LTPZSPRLS`[VILHZZ\YLK
HUKPUKLTVUZ[YH[PUN[V[OLW\ISPJ[OH[Z\P[HISLZ[HUKHYKZHYLPUWSHJLHUKILPUNMVSSV^LK
  (J\YYLU[SPZ[VMYLJVTTLUKLKZ[HUKHYKZMVYJVUZPKLYH[PVUI`HZ`Z[LTVWLYH[VY^PSSIL
THPU[HPULKHUKTHKLH]HPSHISLI`[OL:\Y]LPSSHUJL*HTLYH*VTTPZZPVULY:\JOHSPZ[^PSS
WYV]PKLKL[HPSLKN\PKHUJLVUZ\P[HISLZ[HUKHYKZHUK[OLIVKPLZ[OH[HYLHISL[VHJJYLKP[
WLYMVYTHUJLHNHPUZ[Z\JOZ[HUKHYKZ

7YPUJPWSL :\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUZOV\SKIL
Z\IQLJ[[VHWWYVWYPH[LZLJ\YP[`TLHZ\YLZ[VZHMLN\HYKHNHPUZ[\UH\[OVYPZLK
HJJLZZHUK\ZL
  7\[[PUNLMMLJ[P]LZLJ\YP[`ZHMLN\HYKZPUWSHJLOLSWZLUZ\YL[OLPU[LNYP[`VMPTHNLZHUK
PUMVYTH[PVUZOV\SK[OL`ILULJLZZHY`MVY\ZLHZL]PKLUJLPUSLNHSWYVJLLKPUNZ;OPZ
HSZVOLSWZ[VMVZ[LYW\ISPJJVUMPKLUJLPUZ`Z[LTVWLYH[VYZHUKOV^[OL`HWWYVHJO[OL
OHUKSPUNVMPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVU
   <UKLY[OL (J[[OVZLVWLYH[PUNZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZVY^OV\ZLVYWYVJLZZ
PTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUVI[HPULKI`Z\JOZ`Z[LTZT\Z[OH]LHJSLHYS`KLMPULKWVSPJ`
[VJVU[YVSOV^PTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUHYLZ[VYLKHUK^OVOHZHJJLZZ[V[OLT;OL
\ZLVYWYVJLZZPUNVMPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUZOV\SKILJVUZPZ[LU[^P[O[OLW\YWVZLMVY
KLWSV`TLU[HUKPTHNLZZOV\SKVUS`IL\ZLKMVY[OLZ[H[LKW\YWVZLMVY^OPJOJVSSLJ[LK
   :LJ\YP[`L_[LUKZ[V[LJOUPJHSVYNHUPZH[PVUHSHUKWO`ZPJHSZLJ\YP[`HUK[OLYLULLK[VIL
TLHZ\YLZPUWSHJL[VLUZ\YL[OH[[OPZPZ[OLJHZLHUKN\HYKHNHPUZ[\UH\[OVYPZLK\ZL
HJJLZZVYKPZJSVZ\YL;OL0*6**;=JVKLVMWYHJ[PJLNP]LZOLSWM\SN\PKHUJLVUHJOPL]PUN
[OPZPUWYHJ[PJL

7YPUJPWSL;OLYLZOV\SKILLMMLJ[P]LYL]PL^HUKH\KP[TLJOHUPZTZ[VLUZ\YL
SLNHSYLX\PYLTLU[ZWVSPJPLZHUKZ[HUKHYKZHYLJVTWSPLK^P[OPUWYHJ[PJLHUK
YLN\SHYYLWVY[ZZOV\SKILW\ISPZOLK
 .VVKWYHJ[PJLKPJ[H[LZ[OH[HZ`Z[LTVWLYH[VYZOV\SKYL]PL^[OLJVU[PU\LK\ZLVMH
Z\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTVUHYLN\SHYIHZPZH[SLHZ[HUU\HSS`[VLUZ\YLP[YLTHPUZ
ULJLZZHY`WYVWVY[PVUH[LHUKLMMLJ[P]LPUTLL[PUNP[ZZ[H[LKW\YWVZLMVYKLWSV`TLU[
 (ZWHY[VM[OLYLN\SHYYL]PL^VM[OLWYVWVY[PVUHSP[`HUKLMMLJ[P]LULZZVMHZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYH
Z`Z[LTHZ`Z[LTVWLYH[VYZOV\SKHZZLZZ^OL[OLY[OLSVJH[PVUVMJHTLYHZYLTHPUZQ\Z[PMPLK
PUTLL[PUN[OLZ[H[LKW\YWVZLHUK^OL[OLY[OLYLPZHJHZLMVYYLTV]HSVYYLSVJH[PVU

 *,5,3,*PZHSZVRUV^UHZ[OL,\YVWLHU*VTTP[[LLMVY,SLJ[YV[LJOUPJHS:[HUKHYKPaH[PVU
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 0UYL]PL^PUN[OLJVU[PU\LK\ZLVMHZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTHZ`Z[LTVWLYH[VYZOV\SK
JVUZPKLY\UKLY[HRPUNHUL]HS\H[PVU[VLUHISLJVTWHYPZVU^P[OHS[LYUH[P]LPU[LY]LU[PVUZ
^P[OSLZZYPZRVMPU]HKPUNPUKP]PK\HSWYP]HJ`HUKKPMMLYLU[TVKLSZVMVWLYH[PVU[VLZ[HISPZO
MVYL_HTWSLHU`YLX\PYLTLU[MVYOV\YTVUP[VYPUN0UKVPUNZV[OLYLZOV\SKIL
JVUZPKLYH[PVUVMHUHZZLZZTLU[VM[OLM\[\YLYLZV\YJLYLX\PYLTLU[ZMVYTLL[PUNY\UUPUN
JVZ[ZPUJS\KPUNZ[HMMPUNTHPU[LUHUJLHUKYLWHPY
 (Z`Z[LTVWLYH[VYZOV\SKTHRLHZ\TTHY`VMZ\JOHYL]PL^H]HPSHISLW\ISPJS`HZWHY[VM
[OL[YHUZWHYLUJ`HUKHJJV\U[HIPSP[`MVY[OL\ZLHUKJVUZLX\LUJLZVMP[ZVWLYH[PVU

7YPUJPWSL>OLU[OL\ZLVMHZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTPZPUW\YZ\P[VMH
SLNP[PTH[LHPTHUK[OLYLPZHWYLZZPUNULLKMVYP[Z\ZLP[ZOV\SK[OLUIL\ZLKPU
[OLTVZ[LMMLJ[P]L^H`[VZ\WWVY[W\ISPJZHML[`HUKSH^LUMVYJLTLU[^P[O[OLHPT
VMWYVJLZZPUNPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUVML]PKLU[PHS]HS\L
 ;OLLMMLJ[P]LULZZVMHZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LT^PSSILKLWLUKLU[\WVUP[ZJHWHIPSP[`[V
JHW[\YLWYVJLZZHUHS`ZLHUKZ[VYLPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUH[HX\HSP[`^OPJOPZZ\P[HISL
MVYP[ZPU[LUKLKW\YWVZL>OLYL]LY[OLW\YWVZLVMHZ`Z[LTPUJS\KLZJYPTLWYL]LU[PVU
KL[LJ[PVUHUKPU]LZ[PNH[PVUP[ZOV\SKILJHWHISL[OYV\NOWYVJLZZLZWYVJLK\YLZHUK
[YHPUPUNVMZ`Z[LT\ZLYZVMKLSP]LYPUNPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVU[OH[PZVML]PKLU[PHS]HS\L[V
[OLJYPTPUHSQ\Z[PJLZ`Z[LT6[OLY^PZL[OLLUK\ZLYVM[OLPTHNLZ^OVHYLSPRLS`[VIL
[OLWVSPJLHUK[OLJYPTPUHSQ\Z[PJLZ`Z[LT^PSSUV[ILHISL[VWSH`[OLPYWHY[LMMLJ[P]LS`PU
TLL[PUN[OLPU[LUKLKW\YWVZLVM[OLZ`Z[LT
 0[PZPTWVY[HU[[OH[[OLYLHYLLMMLJ[P]LZHMLN\HYKZPUWSHJL[VLUZ\YL[OLMVYLUZPJPU[LNYP[`
VMYLJVYKLKPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUHUKP[Z\ZLM\SULZZMVY[OLW\YWVZLMVY^OPJOP[PZ
PU[LUKLK[VIL\ZLK9LJVYKLKTH[LYPHSZOV\SKILZ[VYLKPUH^H`[OH[THPU[HPUZ[OL
PU[LNYP[`VM[OLPTHNLHUKPUMVYTH[PVU^P[OWHY[PJ\SHYPTWVY[HUJLH[[HJOLK[VLUZ\YPUN
[OH[TL[HKH[HLN[PTLKH[LHUKSVJH[PVUPZYLJVYKLKYLSPHIS`HUKJVTWYLZZPVUVMKH[H
KVLZUV[YLK\JLP[ZX\HSP[`;OPZPZ[VLUZ\YL[OH[[OLYPNO[ZVMPUKP]PK\HSZYLJVYKLKI`H
Z\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTHYLWYV[LJ[LKHUK[OH[[OLTH[LYPHSJHUIL\ZLKHZL]PKLUJL
PUJV\Y[;VKV[OPZ[OLTLKP\TVU^OPJO[OLPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUHYLZ[VYLK^PSSIL
PTWVY[HU[HUKHJJLZZT\Z[ILYLZ[YPJ[LK(YLJVYKZOV\SKILRLW[HZHUH\KP[[YHPSVM
OV^PTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUHYLOHUKSLKPM[OL`HYLSPRLS`[VIL\ZLKHZL_OPIP[ZMVY[OL
W\YWVZLVMJYPTPUHSWYVJLLKPUNZPUJV\Y[6UJL[OLYLPZUVSVUNLYHJSLHYS`Q\Z[PMPHISL
YLHZVU[VYL[HPU[OLYLJVYKLKPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVU[OL`ZOV\SKILKLSL[LK
 0[PZPTWVY[HU[[OH[KPNP[HSPTHNLZHUKV[OLYYLSH[LKPUMVYTH[PVUJHUZPTPSHYS`ILZOHYLK
^P[OLHZL^P[OHWWYVWYPH[LSH^LUMVYJLTLU[HNLUJPLZPM[OPZPZLU]PZHNLK^OLU
LZ[HISPZOPUNHZ`Z[LT0M[OPZPU[LYVWLYHIPSP[`JHUUV[ILYLHKPS`HJOPL]LKP[TH`\UKLYTPUL
[OLW\YWVZLMVYKLWSV`PUN[OLZ`Z[LT
 0[PZ[OLYLMVYLLZZLU[PHS[OH[HU`KPNP[HSPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUSPRLS`[VILZOHYLK^P[O
SH^LUMVYJLTLU[HNLUJPLZHUK[OLJYPTPUHSQ\Z[PJLZ`Z[LTHYLPUHKH[HMVYTH[[OH[PZ
PU[LYVWLYHISLHUKJHUILYLHKPS`L_WVY[LKHUK[OLUZ[VYLKHUKHUHS`ZLK^P[OV\[HU`SVZZ
VMMVYLUZPJPU[LNYP[`0UWHY[PJ\SHY!
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 (Z`Z[LT\ZLYZOV\SKILHISL[VL_WVY[PTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUMYVTHZ\Y]LPSSHUJL
JHTLYHZ`Z[LT^OLUYLX\LZ[LKI`HSH^LUMVYJLTLU[HNLUJ`
 ;OLL_WVY[VMPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUZOV\SKILWVZZPISL^P[OV\[PU[LYY\W[PUN[OL
VWLYH[PVUVM[OLZ`Z[LT
 ;OLL_WVY[LKPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUZOV\SKILPUHMVYTH[^OPJOPZPU[LYVWLYHISLHUK
JHUILYLHKPS`HJJLZZLKHUKYLWSH`LKI`HSH^LUMVYJLTLU[HNLUJ`
 ;OLL_WVY[LKPTHNLZHUKPUMVYTH[PVUT\Z[WYLZLY]L[OLX\HSP[`VM[OLVYPNPUHSYLJVYKPUN
HUKHU`HZZVJPH[LKTL[HKH[HLN[PTLKH[LHUKSVJH[PVU

7YPUJPWSL(U`PUMVYTH[PVU\ZLK[VZ\WWVY[HZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LT
^OPJOJVTWHYLZHNHPUZ[HYLMLYLUJLKH[HIHZLMVYTH[JOPUNW\YWVZLZZOV\SKIL
HJJ\YH[LHUKRLW[\W[VKH[L
 (U`\ZLVM[LJOUVSVNPLZZ\JOHZ(579VYMHJPHSYLJVNUP[PVUZ`Z[LTZ^OPJOTH`YLS`VU
[OLHJJ\YHJ`VMPUMVYTH[PVUNLULYH[LKLSZL^OLYLZ\JOHZKH[HIHZLZWYV]PKLKI`V[OLYZ
ZOV\SKUV[ILPU[YVK\JLK^P[OV\[YLN\SHYHZZLZZTLU[[VLUZ\YL[OL\UKLYS`PUNKH[HPZMP[
MVYW\YWVZL
 (Z`Z[LTVWLYH[VYZOV\SKOH]LHJSLHYWVSPJ`[VKL[LYTPUL[OLPUJS\ZPVUVMH]LOPJSL
YLNPZ[YH[PVUU\TILYVYHRUV^UPUKP]PK\HS»ZKL[HPSZVU[OLYLMLYLUJLKH[HIHZLHZZVJPH[LK
^P[OZ\JO[LJOUVSVN`(Z`Z[LTVWLYH[VYZOV\SKLUZ\YL[OH[YLMLYLUJLKH[HPZUV[
YL[HPULKMVYSVUNLY[OHUULJLZZHY`[VM\SMPS[OLW\YWVZLMVY^OPJOP[^HZVYPNPUHSS`HKKLK[V
HKH[HIHZL
 ;OLYLTH`ILVJJHZPVUZ^OLU[OLPUJS\ZPVUVMPUMVYTH[PVUHIV\[HUPUKP]PK\HSPUH
YLMLYLUJLKH[HIHZL^P[O[OLPU[LU[PVUVM\UKLY[HRPUNZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHUILJVUZPKLYLK
HZJV]LY[Z\Y]LPSSHUJLHUK[O\ZMHSS^P[O[OLIV\UKZVM[OL(J[-\Y[OLYN\PKHUJL
VU[OLHWWSPJH[PVUVM[OL(J[PZH]HPSHISLPU[OL/VTL6MMPJLZ[H[\[VY`JV]LY[
Z\Y]LPSSHUJLHUKWYVWLY[`PU[LYMLYLUJLJVKLVMWYHJ[PJLHUKMYVT[OL6MMPJLVM[OL
:\Y]LPSSHUJL*VTTPZZPVULYZ
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Chapter 5: Surveillance
Camera Commissioner
  ;OL:\Y]LPSSHUJL*HTLYH*VTTPZZPVULY[OLJVTTPZZPVULYPZHZ[H[\[VY`HWWVPU[TLU[
THKLI`[OL/VTL:LJYL[HY`\UKLY:LJ[PVUVM[OL(J[;OLJVTTPZZPVULY»Z
Z[H[\[VY`M\UJ[PVUZHYL!
H
I
J

 LUJV\YHNPUNJVTWSPHUJL^P[O[OPZJVKL"
 YL]PL^PUN[OLVWLYH[PVUVM[OPZJVKL"HUK
 WYV]PKPUNHK]PJLHIV\[[OPZJVKLPUJS\KPUNJOHUNLZ[VP[VYIYLHJOLZVMP[

  0UVYKLY[VM\SMPS[OLZLM\UJ[PVUZLMMLJ[P]LS`[OLJVTTPZZPVULYT\Z[^VYRJSVZLS`^P[O
V[OLYYLN\SH[VYZPUJS\KPUN[OL0UMVYTH[PVU*VTTPZZPVULYHUK[OL*OPLM:\Y]LPSSHUJL
*VTTPZZPVULY0[PZMVY[OLJVTTPZZPVULYHUKV[OLYYLN\SH[VYZ[VKL[LYTPULOV^ILZ[
[VTHPU[HPUHUKMVYTHSPZL[OLZLYLSH[PVUZOPWZ[VHNYLLNH[L^H`Z[OYV\NO^OPJOPZZ\LZ
MSV^IL[^LLU[OLW\ISPJHUK[OLJVTTPZZPVULYZHUKOV^ILZ[[VW\ISPJPZLHUKYLWVY[VU
HYYHUNLTLU[Z[VZ\WWVY[[OLZLYLSH[PVUZOPWZ^OPJO^PSSILJYP[PJHSPULUZ\YPUN[OLZ\JJLZZ
VM[OLJVKLPUTLL[PUNP[ZW\YWVZL

>H`ZVM^VYRPUN
  ;OLJVTTPZZPVULYOHZUVLUMVYJLTLU[VYPUZWLJ[PVUWV^LYZ0ULUJV\YHNPUNJVTWSPHUJL
^P[O[OLJVKLOLZOV\SKJVUZPKLYOV^ILZ[[VLUZ\YL[OH[YLSL]HU[H\[OVYP[PLZHYL
H^HYLVM[OLPYK\[`[VOH]LYLNHYKMVY[OLJVKLHUKOV^ILZ[[VLUJV\YHNLP[Z]VS\U[HY`
HKVW[PVUI`V[OLYVWLYH[VYZVMZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZ
  ;OLJVTTPZZPVULYPZL_WLJ[LK[VWYV]PKLHK]PJLHIV\[[OLYLSL]HU[VWLYH[PVUHS[LJOUPJHS
X\HSP[`THUHNLTLU[HUKVJJ\WH[PVUHSJVTWL[LUJ`Z[HUKHYKZ^OPJOHYLH]HPSHISLMVYH
Z`Z[LTVWLYH[VY(Z`Z[LTVWLYH[VYJHU[OLUJVUZPKLY[OLZLZ[HUKHYKZPUKL[LYTPUPUN
OV^ILZ[[VTLL[[OLW\YWVZLVM[OLPYZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LT^OPSZ[TLL[PUNSLNHS
VISPNH[PVUZTHRPUNLMMLJ[P]L\ZLVMP[HUKZHMLN\HYKPUNWYP]HJ`JVUZPKLYH[PVUZ:\JO
HK]PJLJHUIL\WKH[LK[VYLMSLJ[KL]LSVWTLU[ZPUIV[O[OLH]HPSHISL[LJOUVSVN`HUK
WYVMLZZPVUHSWYHJ[PJL
  0UYL]PL^PUN[OLVWLYH[PVUVM[OLJVKL[OLJVTTPZZPVULYZOV\SKJVUZPKLY[OLPTWHJ[
VM[OPZZ`Z[LTVMYLN\SH[PVUHNHPUZ[W\ISPZOLKZ\JJLZZJYP[LYPHHUK[OLVWWVY[\UP[PLZ[V
PTWYV]LJVTWSPHUJLPUSPUL^P[OIL[[LYYLN\SH[PVUWYPUJPWSLZ
  ;OLJVTTPZZPVULYZOV\SKWYV]PKLHK]PJLHUKPUMVYTH[PVU[V[OLW\ISPJHUKZ`Z[LT
VWLYH[VYZHIV\[[OLLMMLJ[P]LHWWYVWYPH[LWYVWVY[PVUH[LHUK[YHUZWHYLU[\ZLVM
Z\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZHUKZOV\SKJVUZPKLYOV^ILZ[[VTHRL[OH[PUMVYTH[PVU
H]HPSHISL:\JOHK]PJLZOV\SKJVTWSLTLU[[OLJVU[LU[VM[OPZJVKLHUKTH`MVYL_HTWSL
WYV]PKLHKKP[PVUHSKL[HPSVUNVVKWYHJ[PJLHK]PJLVU[OLLMMLJ[P]LULZZVMZ\Y]LPSSHUJL
JHTLYHZHUKOV^[OPZTPNO[ILHZZLZZLKVYVU[OLWYVWVY[PVUH[LHWWSPJH[PVUVMHU`
UL^[LJOUVSVNPJHSKL]LSVWTLU[ZPUZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJHTLYHZ`Z[LTZ:\JOHK]PJLJV\SK
MVYL_HTWSLPUJS\KL[OLWYLWHYH[PVUVMHTHU\HSVMYLN\SH[PVU[OH[ZL[ZV\[OV^[OL
JVTTPZZPVULY^PSSM\SMPSOPZM\UJ[PVUZ
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  ;OLJVTTPZZPVULYTH`LZ[HISPZOHUVUZ[H[\[VY`HK]PZVY`JV\UJPS^P[OZWLJPHSPZ[Z\I
NYV\WZ[VZ\WWVY[OPTPUM\SMPSSPUNOPZM\UJ[PVUZ(U`HK]PZVY`JV\UJPSVYZWLJPHSPZ[Z\I
NYV\WT\Z[OH]LYLWYLZLU[H[PVUMYVTZ\JOWLYZVUZHWWLHYPUN[V[OLJVTTPZZPVULY[VIL
YLWYLZLU[H[P]LVM[OL]PL^ZVMYLSL]HU[H\[OVYP[PLZHUKMYVT[OL/VTL6MMPJL
  ;OLJVTTPZZPVULYT\Z[WYLWHYLHYLWVY[HIV\[[OLL_LYJPZLVMOPZM\UJ[PVUZK\YPUN[OL
YLWVY[PUNWLYPVKHUK!
H
I
J

 NP]LHJVW`VM[OLYLWVY[[V[OL:LJYL[HY`VM:[H[L"
 [OL:LJYL[HY`VM:[H[LT\Z[SH`HJVW`VM[OLYLWVY[ILMVYL7HYSPHTLU["HUK
 [OLJVTTPZZPVULYT\Z[W\ISPZO[OLYLWVY[

   ;OLYLWVY[PUNWLYPVKZHYLZL[V\[PU:LJ[PVUVM[OL(J[
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7\ISPZOLKI`;:6;OL:[H[PVULY`6MMPJLHUKH]HPSHISLMYVT!
6USPUL
^^^[ZVZOVWJV\R
4HPS[LSLWOVULMH_HUKLTHPS
;:6
76)V_ 5VY^PJO59.5
;LSLWOVULVYKLYZNLULYHSLUX\PYPLZ!
6YKLY[OYV\NO[OL7HYSPHTLU[HY`/V[SPUL3V*HSS
-H_VYKLYZ!
,THPS!J\Z[VTLYZLY]PJLZ'[ZVJV\R
;L_[WOVUL!
;OL/V\ZLZVM7HYSPHTLU[:OVW
)YPKNL:[YLL[7HYSPHTLU[:X\HYL
3VUKVU:>(1?
;LSLWOVULVYKLYZNLULYHSLUX\PYPLZ!  
-H_VYKLYZ! 
,THPS!ZOVW'WHYSPHTLU[\R
0U[LYUL[!O[[W!^^^ZOVWWHYSPHTLU[\R
;:6')SHJR^LSSHUKV[OLYHJJYLKP[LKHNLU[Z
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